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ABSTRACT 
In this dissertation, I study large-scale civic conversations where technology 
extends the range of “discourse visibility” beyond what human eyes and ears can 
meaningfully process without technical assistance. Analyzing government documents on 
digital innovation in government, emerging data activism practices, and large-scale civic 
conversations on social media, I advance a rhetoric for productively listening to 
democratic discourse as it is practiced in 2016. I propose practical strategies for how 
various governments—from the local to the United Nations international climate talks—
might appropriately use technical interventions to assist civic dialogues and make civic 
decisions. Acknowledging that we must not lose the value that comes from face-to-face 
civic deliberation, I suggest practical pathways for how and when to use technology to 
increase democratic engagement from all stakeholders. 
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Introduction 
Perhaps the most important civic conversation that occurred in 2015 on social media in North 
America was the Black Lives Matter movement. First used as a hashtag on Twitter in July 2013 
after the George Zimmerman verdict, it slowly gained traction around the time of Eric Garner’s 
spring 2014 death by police chokehold, as American citizens became increasingly disturbed by a 
series of social media videos of police officers shooting or otherwise killing unarmed citizens 
(Freelon et. al. 33). The movement drew significant press from national outlets like the New York 
Times, the Washington Post, and Forbes magazine during the Ferguson unrest in August 2014 
when it finally rose to “trending topic” status on Twitter, eventually generating 40.8 million 
tweets by the end of 2015 (Freelon et. al. 42). In response to the lack of American data on police-
caused deaths, the United Kingdom’s The Guardian even started counting citizen shootings in the 
U.S. by police officers, calling the crowdsourced project The Counted (The Guardian 2015).  
Such critical civic conversation could not have been had as meaningfully—and with such 
offline visibility—with the digital media platforms available before 2004. In the past decade or 
so, Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, and other platforms have creatd useful space for deliberation—
for listening to arguments and perceptions about who we are and who we want to be as citizens. I 
am interested in the listening practices involved in these digital spaces and how their affordances 
allow for new ways of performing and imagining democracy. 
In this dissertation, I take a range of subject positions to understand contemporary 
democratic listening practices occurring online and to suggest pathways forward for governments 
and other civic organizations. From scholar to practitioner, from analyst to digital literacy guide, 
my stances shift to offer a holistic perspective on current civic work happening online today. In 
the section below, I identify the specific datasets, institutions (government, corporate, and 
otherwise) where civic work takes place, and what kind of significance I see in their roles or their 
potential roles as they relate to building more robust democracies.   
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Chapter 1 
A few decades ago, rhetorician Krista Ratcliffe responded to a disciplinary call for 
rhetoricians to construct pathways for cross-cultural conduct. Ratcliffe offered the trope of 
rhetorical listening, arguing that a positionality of openness was an integral yet often overlooked 
part of participating in communities and rhetorically persuading others to take action. In line with 
the tenor of her argument, my work contributes to Ratcliffe’s core ideas by proposing a similar 
rhetoric of listening. I propose a rhetoric of digitally mediated listening, built for encounters only 
possible when software assists the listening practice. I argue against assumptions that digital 
technologies can solve civic problems for us, instead advocating for computational listening to 
help us see and hear beyond the limitations of our eyes and ears—a rhetoric that allows for 
computational assistance in our democratic processes and dialogues that should always be 
primarily focused around offline, ideally face-to-face, communities. 
In this chapter, I offer a scholarly framework to expound upon the concept of digitally 
mediated rhetorical listening, wrapping words around successful and dysfunctional digital 
practices used in 2016 in order to guide and forewarn other digital citizens. My primary audience 
is assumed to be rhetoricians. However, the concepts are meant to be communicated to 
government workers, especially Chief Information Officers, via scholars taking on a practitioner 
partnership, as well as communicated to citizens participating in spaces made by governments or 
social media businesses or even creating them themselves, as is the case for platforms like 
openparliament.ca and govtrack.us. In effect, it’s intended for collaborations across academic, 
governmental, and citizen-participant subject positions—essentially all who engage in civic work 
that’s assisted by technologies.  
In terms of a longer view, I see digitally mediated listening as a tactic to help re-
center democratic work around discussion and deliberation—around democratic 
processes instead of computational listening. I argue not only that digitally mediated 
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listening is a tactic to support stronger listening—especially when discussing democratic 
issues that affect communities of scale—but also that it’s deeply misguided to think that 
we can use software to listen to online discourse and “know” public opinion, which is a 
practice common today known as sentiment analysis. In addition to always-flawed algorithms 
newly “listening” to citizens and making claims about civic priorities, values, and desires as 
posted on social media, these new generation of digital platforms unfortunately bring new kinds 
of dysfunctional listening practices alongside their strengths. Hence, in this chapter, I draw out 
new kinds of dysfunctional listening or active silencing practices happening on social media, such 
as the way in which riot discourse is often associated with African American communities 
protesting the police-caused deaths, while there exists an entire faction of American politics 
named after a riot associated with white history, namely, the Tea Party. In essence, I advance 
Ratcliffe’s rhetorical listening for a contemporary audience and a contemporary democracy.  
Chapter 2 
This second chapter looks at the heavily-technological methods used by Venturini et. al. 
to create data visualizations of large-scale, mapped-out civic discourse. As an object of study, I 
move beyond traditional civic boundaries (states, nations, etc.) to focus on large-scale, multi-
stakeholder projects. More specifically, I look to datasets sourced from decades of United Nations 
climate change talks, including the Montreal Protocol talks and the Kyoto Protocol talks, to 
understand how different stakeholders deliberate and how different subtopics are foregrounded, 
backgrounded, or silenced in complex multi-stakeholder efforts.  
I reframed the already-analyzed datasets to foreground the lens of rhetorical listening. 
The discourse maps came from a team of European researchers who data visualized several years’ 
worth of UN climate talks discourse into multiple variables like time, stakeholder, and topic. 
Their discourse visualization maps illuminated misconceptions and problems in civic 
communication using a method that, when used in real-time, would help stakeholders more 
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quickly discern shared concerns and shared incentives for cooperation. I argue that their discourse 
maps enacted a kind of rhetorical listening not possible without technical assistance, or digital 
mediation, and that the findings their analyses suggest to be true act as a sort of proof-of-concept 
of the value of listening rhetorically through digitally mediated means. I contend that rhetoricians 
should pursue these methods or collaborate with others who have learned them, as such digital 
assistance extends the range of visible cultural logics available to be used as focused civic 
discussion touchstones.  
Chapter 3 
Digital dashboards—tools I reframe as deliberation dashboards for their usefulness in 
facilitating meaningful democratic discussion—are the primary focus of the third chapter of this 
dissertation. More accurately, I talk about how these tools on local to federal government 
websites that citizens already use, often in a consumptive fashion. I urge audiences to see these 
dashboards as a way to create and then sustain a conversation always already in progress, one that 
is iterative and supports a back-and-forth between community members.  
My datasets and curated examples are many, but the most prominent datasets are sourced 
from three Facebook communities. Each community was first conceived as an organization, later 
building digital community to address civic water issues.  
Process is a fundamental part of the work of this chapter. To recognize and emphasize 
the value of process in composing the data for large-scale digital civic work, I encourage data 
compositionists to consider using the College Composition and Communication’s principles for 
good composition. I adapt the principles for data-specific audience.   
Chapter 4 
Chapter four is about local and state government plans (or, more accurately, lack thereof) 
to make the most of digital communities in times of civic emergency. My datasets include every 
American state Strategic Information Technology Plan (aside from those that do not exist), and 
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also a dataset consisting of a few hundred thousand tweets from a local emergency. I focus on the 
state of Hawaii: its hurricane touchdown during the same weekend as the 2014 primary elections, 
and how their relatively weak Strategic Information Technology plan could be revised to plan 
ways to lift up citizen voices online (consider tweets about injuries, people in need of rescue, road 
blockages, etc.) and collective digital activity in order to more accurately and quickly support 
responses to future emergency events. 
The power of digital communities to accomplish useful offline civic work is now 
indisputable; ample evidence exists from civic uprisings to how funds raised by the Ice Bucket 
Challenge for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), or Lou Gehrig’s Disease, quickened a 
significant research breakthrough (Washington Post, 2015). However, beyond work from a few 
scholars such as Liza Potts at Michigan State University who has worked on the use of social 
media during natural disasters, little work has been done on this new area of research. 
This chapter takes up the preparatory stages of designing local and state government 
infrastructure to gather up citizen voices during times of local disaster (natural or otherwise). As 
my objects of study, I examine every single Strategic Information Technology Plan available 
from states within the United States. Sorting the plans by their preference for identifying 
constituents as citizens or customers, I perform a simple analysis of the discourse within the 
plans. As the chapter makes clear, evidence from the discourse analysis suggests we are still in 
the early, malleable stages of establishing local government’s relationship to their citizens. 
Instead of only hearing how customers’ power may be out or their streets may need a team sent 
out to clear downed trees, governments can also build pathways to listen to the voices of their 
citizens on civic issues in times of emergency. I point to how Hawaii might revise their strategic 
information technology plan to better meet those ends. 
Importantly, I tie this to Naomi Klein’s reporting on what she terms disaster capitalism, a 
long-documented practice of corporations swooping in immediately after a local disaster, like 
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Hurricane Katrina, to serve their corporate ends over the interests of the local citizens who are too 
busy with the crisis to meaningfully oppose turning public goods into private ones (like schools 
and other institutions). Designing digital democratic practices to listen to citizens lowers the 
barrier for participation, which is a key part of making sure citizen voices are heard. 
Chapter 5 
The final chapter is about how to develop literacy with digital communities—in other 
words, putting the long-term public engagement practices into effective daily habits. The core 
idea is that a digital community should always already exist online, and exist robustly due to good 
digital literacy practices. Partly this is necessary because it’s a contemporary way to express 
democratic priorities, and it’s also partly for pragmatic reasons, so that when it’s time to take 
civic action, there’s a community at the ready. I point to two real-life digital communities 
demonstrating best practices to follow. First, the University of Houston’s Brene Brown provides a 
scholar-practitioner model for how to begin a community, engage community members, and grow 
community online. Second, I draw attention to Gary Vaynerchuk, a wine business owner who 
was so skilled at the social media parts of business development that he started one of the world’s 
quickest growing and strongest performing digital marketing companies, allowing his company to 
direct innovative social media practices for major corporations like Pepsi and many others.  
For readers interested in prioritizing civic work above all else, I recommend attending 
most closely to Brown. As a social worker academic, her focus has a civic-leaning mission and all 
of her practices are straightforward in terms of how they lift up civic efforts. Her community 
listens to her communicate findings from social work and mental health scholarship, and they 
build community with one another to strengthen their healthy communication practices and 
mental health practices. Vaynerchuk comes from a different perspective but shares a lot of the 
same best practices. He concedes that his model always already assumes a capitalist framework, 
however, within it, he lifts up an important, experience-driven finding I wish to draw all readers 
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toward, including civic audiences operating beyond the realm of commerce. Coming of age 
alongside the internet becoming mainstream, Vaynerchuk notes the changed relationship between 
those who run media campaigns and those who view them. What used to be one-directional, such 
as advertisers running ads on television or in print, is now multi-directional. Audiences can 
engage with the community leaders and engage with their fellow community members. Above all 
else, including financial motives even as he runs a business, Vaynerchuk’s focus is building 
strong community. Calling out fellow social media experts from all arenas, including non-profit, 
government organizations, and businesses, Vaynerchuk reminds everyone that we’ve come full 
circle with regard to how we achieve our goals. Whatever our ends may be, digital communities 
have the same expectations as small communities had a few generations prior—where you knew 
the names and lives of the people you interacted with before you asked them for their support of 
your organizational goals.  
Conclusion 
Ultimately, this is the underlying theme of a lot of the civic efforts as well. By 
foregrounding the community building aspect of civic work, we fortify the foundations upon 
which everything else rests, and the outcomes are stronger for it. Democracy is about the people 
coming together, and this dissertation is about how digital democracy exists and is growing in 
contemporary society. 
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Chapter One: What is Digitally Mediated Listening? Rhetorical Listening in a New 
Era 
In the late 1990s, Krista Ratcliffe offered rhetoricians the concept of rhetorical 
listening—a practice, and, arguably, a prerequisite for meaningful cross-cultural 
communication. Calling it a rhetorical trope for interpretative invention, Ratcliffe claimed 
it fostered an understanding of self and other, operated within an accountability logic, 
located identifications across commonalities and differences, and analyzed claims and 
cultural logics. All of these listening practices increase the possibility of democracy and 
collaboration. Shortly after her article came out in the early 2000s, she fully developed 
the construct in a book that focused on rhetorical listening as it related to issues of 
identification, gender, and whiteness. I mention the dates because they are significant to 
understanding why I’m focused on this work in 2016. Ratcliffe’s rhetorical listening 
contributions were published just prior to recent digital innovations that restructured our 
ability to listen to friends, family, compatriots, and strangers the world over. Her 
scholarship was written in an era that lacked the communicative—and therefore, the 
listening—affordances of social networks like Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. Rhetors 
just a short while ago were not able to use their smartphone cameras, microphones, and 
keyboards to vividly locate their audiences in their everyday steps. 
Just a decade ago, national and local governments seeking to hear their constituents 
did not yet have populated, well-functioning listening infrastructure to enable them to 
easily hear constituents in real-time and at scale. Edward Snowden had not yet exposed 
the mass listening practices that the National Security Agency and its equivalent 
performed in other countries (as reported in the New York Times and other media outlets, 
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the NSA’s practices were declared unconstitutional and illegal by the U.S. court system 
in November 2015). Suffice it to say, rhetorical listening is worthy of new study on how 
digital infrastructure mediates, enriches, and challenges our listening practices and 
democratic endeavours.  
One of the most consequential differences of our changed listening infrastructure is 
how people’s access to power has changed. Social media has created a system for anyone 
with an account on the same platform to directly reach politicians and influencers, thus 
flattening the pathways through which information travels. The speed at which 
information moves has dramatically increased as well. Put together, flattened structure 
and incredible speed creates a different model for how democratic power flows across the 
citizenry and its representatives. These power shifts create different opportunities to listen 
to local and global citizenries. I unpack this new listening space throughout the 
dissertation, and mark my contributions using the term digitally mediated rhetorical 
listening (DMRL). DMRL accomplishes two goals:  
1. Scholarly framework: Digitally mediated rhetorical listening expands 
Ratcliffe’s rhetorical listening scholarship to wrap words around current practices 
used in the internet as it looks in 2016. 
2. Practitioner framework: Digitally mediated rhetorical listening uses scholarly 
constructs to address democratic listening practices enacted by governments, 
citizens, and other organizations working on public issues, bolstering practices 
that are useful, and challenging practices that are dysfunctional.  
It’s important to state that Ratcliffe’s work always already presumes rhetorical 
listening to operate in a democratic framework rather than an autocratic or plutocratic 
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one. In this tradition, my work here largely focuses on digitally mediated listening 
practices that strive to create more open and democratic worlds (as opposed to the 
digitally mediated listening practices used for the kind of surveillance and control that 
suppresses people). These democratic spaces include spaces owned by governments, as 
well as spaces owned by corporate social media shareholders that facilitate democratic 
discourse and listening.  
Facilitating Democratic Discourse 
For all sorts of reasons, public spaces that let people connect across difference are 
difficult to find offline these days. The open government movement started as a way to 
address this lack of connection by bringing diverse people together online to have 
conversations and build a shared future. In the past few years, many local, state, 
provincial, and federal governments built platforms and spaces for this effort, usually on 
.gov sites in America and .gc.ca sites in Canada. Unfortunately, pretty much all of the 
early starters of the open government movement assumed that people would come to the 
government sites, find each other, and listen to one another just because a space had been 
created for that purpose. I term this the “if you build it, they will come” model. Most of 
the smaller governments (local, state, province), and sometimes even federal 
governments in open government show that the “build it and they will come” model has 
failed to gather participants in their spaces.  
When people did show up, it sometimes resulted in unexpected trouble. When we 
look at the many local governments who have tried to create the kinds of spaces that 
meaningfully connect diverse people, we see a lot of supposedly open online spaces 
accidentally separating people similarly to how the offline world separated people. In 
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fact, as I talk about in future chapters, there’s reason to be concerned that open 
government efforts might accidentally exacerbate inequalities. We do this by accidentally 
building digital spaces where powerful people are mostly the only ones with the digital 
literacy necessary to lift their voices, to the point that people who are weaker in these 
digital literacies are effectively silenced.  
Since most listening problems in open government are showing up because 
people forgot to consider listening as an important part of the communication process, 
there remains considerable room for designing more purposeful listening spaces and 
practices in open government. These are problems we can design for and around if we 
decide to make listening to each another a priority (instead of something we assume will 
happen all on its own like the “if you build it they will come” people assumed). One 
example of such listening efforts can be seen in the international Open Government 
Partnership, which is currently collaborating across cities and nations to design standards 
for hearing the voices of their constituents and establishing better democratic processes in 
open government spaces online. Digitally mediated rhetorical listening speaks to 
practices that are a part of this maturation in the open government movement.  
Rhetorical listening has always had elements of both theoretical and tactical, but 
prioritizes asking “How do we translate listening into action?” (Ratcliffe 17).  To address 
this question, I thought it appropriate to primarily anchor my 2016 discussion in a 
broader democratic conversation facilitated through social media. Without question, the 
most substantive democratic conversation occurring on social media in North America 
today is the #BlackLivesMatter movement arising from citizens via Twitter and 
Instagram, primarily. It wasn’t long after the #BlackLivesMatter conversation—a 
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conversation that arose in response to police shooting citizens—that it drew press 
attention from national outlets like the New York Times, the Washington Post, and 
Forbes magazine. This social media conversation also drew attention from international 
outlets like United Kingdom’s The Guardian, which started counting citizen shootings by 
police officers in response to the lack of data by American agencies.  
Digitally Mediated Listening (Scholarly Framework) 
Much of today’s digitally enacted rhetorical listening was not possible fifteen 
years ago. Unlike the early 2000s when flip-phones were our mobile technology for 
listening to one another, this era has smartphones with high definition video capabilities. 
Smartphone ubiquity has allowed citizens to capture countless videos of daily life that 
they then post online. One of the most poignant genre of this type of video is the genre of 
filmed police shootings or police violations, also rising due to dashcam videos and 
bodycam videos worn by police officers that have been posted online for all to see. There 
are several showing egregious behaviours. The compounded video evidence of individual 
police officers engaging in civil rights violations has reignited large-scale conversations 
on democracy—conversations that have arguably been stalled in mainstream political 
discourse since the civil rights movement of the 1960s. It has been argued by many that, 
"Black and brown people have been making these complaints for years, but they fell on 
deaf ears because no one wanted to believe some officers would act that way" 
(McLaughlin).  
The videos, while visual, fall under what Ratcliffe considers rhetorical listening 
because the audience makes space for a shift in their understanding of the video content 
to see the world through the eyes of their compatriot. The videos sparking race 
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conversations on social media are a painful but necessary part of civic listening and 
moving forward toward justice and a stronger democracy.  
Unfortunately, some of today’s newer social media has also brought new kinds of 
dysfunctional listening or active silencing practices that were not possible in Ratcliffe’s 
digital era. Information that is incorrect, flawed, or out of context has always been able to 
move from citizen to citizen and media source to citizen. Yet today, the speed of 
infographics, tweets, and decontextualized or modified information frequently means that 
public debates that used to be framed by newrooms performing fact-checks before they 
released facts are now framed by people online. Sometimes these are amateurs, but other 
times they may be public figures, such as when presidential candidate Ben Carson cited a 
false Stalin quote he read on social media during the formal 2016 Republican Presidential 
Debates (Summers). Take, for instance, the Sikh Canadian photograph pulled from the 
internet and photoshopped into wearing a suicide vest (CBC News). After manipulating 
the image, some internet user lied to say that the person in the photo was part of the Paris 
attacks. The photo got millions of views.  
The velocity at which these ideas can move can increase the chance for real harm 
to individuals and civic discourse. To cite another example, victims in the Charlie Hebdo 
Paris attacks were hiding and used social media to seek help. Reporters picked up this 
information and spread it before they were rescued, putting their lives at greater risk. 
They are now suing with the argument it put them in more danger because terrorists have 
shown themselves to be active on social media (Chrisafis). Obviously, these examples 
demonstrate there are new ways to build up civic life and new kinds of listening 
dysfunction.  
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Accelerated Discourse and Dysfunctional Silence 
 
To contribute some new scholarly analytical work, I’ve picked up Ratcliffe’s four 
categories of rhetorical listening practices. I’ve parsed out some of her identified 
dysfunctional silencing practices, tying the concepts to key dysfunctional practices as I 
see them existing in 2016 North American digital civic discourse. Largely, these more 
abstract claims originated by Ratcliffe in a discussion of whiteness are anchored with 
concrete examples of the race discussions in the USA. Her four claims were rhetorical 
listening promoting an understanding of self & other, it proceeds from within an 
accountability logic, it locates identifications across commonalities and differences, and it 
analyzes claims as well as the cultural logics within which claims function. I’ve made it 
so each corresponds with dysfunctional practice. 
Table 1: Promoting an understanding of self & other 
 
Rhetorical Listening 
Practice 
Dysfunctional Silencing Practice 
Promoting an understanding of 
self & other (27) 
 
Obsesses on negative terms in order to 
dismiss those terms (27) 
 
Rhetorical listening promotes an understanding of the self and an understanding of the 
other. One way that dysfunctional silencing practices actively impede such efforts is by a 
kind of strawman line of thinking. By “obsess[ing] on negative terms in order to dismiss 
those terms,” we dismiss the other and their humanity (27). For example, there has been a 
lot of talk about African Americans and rioting around the Black Lives Matter 
movement this past year. An obsession with “riots” as opposed to the injustice that 
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precipitates them is a kind of dysfunctional silencing practice. Similarly, a focus on the 
term “property” came up in Baltimore because windows were destroyed in the Black 
Lives Matter protests. The term property came up a lot and obstructed a discussion about 
the destruction of the black body of Freddie Gray.  
Table 2: Proceeding from within an accountability logic 
Rhetorical Listening 
Practice 
Dysfunctional Silencing Practice 
Proceeding from within an 
accountability logic (31) 
 
Proceeds via a cultural logic that 
masks coexisting commonalities and 
differences (87) 
 
Rhetorical listening proceeds from an accountability logic (31). This kind of 
accountable listening happens when actions are appropriately tied to positions of power. 
Building on the “riot” example prior, issues of accountability are particularly notable 
when Tea Party members proudly wear their name—based on a kind of riot they perceive 
to be legitimate---while calling out a kind of riot they perceive to be illegitimate. The 
dysfunctional silencing practice that fails to be accountable “proceeds via a cultural logic 
that masks coexisting commonalities and differences” (Ratcliffe 87) such as how to 
interpret the significance and legitimacy of particular “riot.”  
For another example of accountability issues with rhetorical listening, consider 
Tamir Rice, the Cleveland, Ohio 12-year-old shot and killed by police literally two 
seconds after they pulled up to him playing in the park with a toy gun. Rice was shot 
because police officers presumed his toy to be a weapon of deadly force, rather than 
following the low and first opening up a conversation with him to create an opportunity 
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to resolve what was actually a non-dangerous situation. By failing to have a conversation 
(as is law) they failed in their civic duties. More broadly, the kind of dysfunctional 
silencing that comes from being unaccountable can also be seen when parents and other 
caregivers of black boys talk about the need to sit down with their black sons and talk 
about how to engage police that makes assumptions about skin colour that white boys do 
not receive.   
Speaking in the digital domain of accountability, there exists a visual rhetoric of 
Tamir Rice and other bodies of colour that marks them and positions them to be judged 
differently by many audiences when compared to judgments of their white peers. It 
means that the innocent Sikh who was photoshopped into wearing a suicide vest received 
character misrepresentation, and this matters in the digital age because of how quickly 
likes, shares, and retweets craft narratives.  
Table 3: Locating identifications across commonalities and differences 
Rhetorical Listening 
Practice 
Dysfunctional Silencing Practice 
Locating identifications 
across commonalities and 
differences (32) 
 
Offers interlocutors three 
dysfunctional rhetorical stances—
denial, defensiveness, and guilt-blame 
(32) 
 
The Dept. of Justice’s investigation into Ferguson found that differing citizen behaviour 
could not account for differing treatment of races by law enforcement officials in the 
Ferguson Police Dept (United States Department of Justice Civil Rights Division). The 
report’s data proved, rather, that skin colour was an important factor in how individuals 
who committed the same crimes or violations were charged or sentenced. While it could 
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be argued that the department is not representative of the entire policing community—as 
the DOJ is now suing Ferguson for unconstitutional treatment of its citizens (Apuzzo 
2016)—there have been studies showing that implicit bias is a factor even when justice 
departments are otherwise healthy (Levinson 2007; Rachlinski, Johnson, Wistrich, & 
Guthrie 2009).  
 Implicit bias is a problem because such identifications (or lack thereof) happen 
beyond conscious intentions. Put more simply, when individuals who see themselves as 
fair-minded people are confronted with data that show they are not always acting in ways 
that treat people fairly, denial and defensiveness often show up instead of an 
acknowledgement that brains and behaviours are complex systems trained with a lot of 
race-based and other kinds of messaging. 
Table 4: Analyzing claims as well as the cultural logics within which claims 
function 
Rhetorical Listening 
Practice 
Dysfunctional Silencing Practice 
Analyzing claims as well as 
the cultural logics within 
which claims function (33) 
 
Proceeds via the interpretive trope of 
reading metaphorically (33) 
 
In 2015, South Carolina’s Dylann Roof—found to be an avowed white 
supremacist by the writing he left online—walked into a church and murdered African 
Americans on the basis of their skin colour. Such behaviour fueled a local and national 
discussion on issues of race and the civic conditions that surrounded Roof’s choice to do 
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what he did. Unfortunately, there are deep histories of Roof’s behaviour. But what may 
have been new was a national conversation on the cultural logic of how to respond. On 
Twitter, Ta-Nahesi Coates loudly criticized calls for black people to forgive Roof for his 
crime. Identifying religious tones he disagrees with as an atheist, Coates argued that 
mainstream civic discourse too often asks marginalized people—particularly African 
Americans victim of race-based terrorism—to forgive without confronting the conditions 
that motivated behaviour in the first place. He argued that the most unfair part of this 
forgiveness narrative is when the loved ones of victims have not yet had time to grieve 
(Patton 2015). In other words, Coates argues that the discourse of forgiveness is a kind of 
dysfunctional silencing practice that deflects honest discussions around racism, often 
jumping straight to religious themes and metaphors rather than anchoring discussions in 
tougher conversations and confronting difficult realities. 
Accelerated Speed of Digitally Mediated Rhetorical Listening 
These dysfunctional strategies for listening to and engaging in democratic 
discourse are magnified by the unprecedented complications that come with this new 
listening infrastructure. Some of these problems fuel dysfunction more quickly. In 
addition to the outright malicious and falsified “evidence” like the man of colour 
photoshopped to be wearing a suicide vest, t’s common for images, videos, and written 
thoughts to be shared with so little context that there’s little ability to have a proper 
discussion around them and lots of reason to fuel already-held biases and assumptions. 
However, the speed at which digital arguments move in social media can also pierce 
problematic cultural logics. For instance, there are side-by-side comparisons of Tamir 
Rice with white boys holding actual guns in celebration and asking audiences to question 
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their biases. There was also a side-by-side of (what claimed to be) Tamir Rice’s 
classmate—a white girl—standing in the same place where Tamir was shot and killed. 
These are kinds of digitally mediated rhetorical listening that ask us to “stand under 
discourses” or cultural logics and “let them wash over” in critical thought (Ratcliffe 28). 
These digital artifacts usher in a new kind of cross-cultural communication practice that 
invites connections. Perhaps it can be argued that while the speed of dysfunctional 
silencing practices (like the man of colour photoshopped into wearing a suicide vest) is 
far worse compared to when Ratcliffe wrote in the mid-2000s, the speed of thoughtful 
rhetorical listening that explicitly challenges and confronts these biases is markedly more 
hopeful, too.  
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Chapter Two: Rhetorical Listening: Adding to the Available Means of Global 
Environmental Projects 
Citizen engagement has been shown to be critical to major environmental project success 
but limited participatory means exist. Recently, a digitally assisted analysis of formal 
United Nations climate talks made visible an unrecognized insight in the Conference of 
Parties discourse. I reframe this discourse mapping method as a kind of listening practice, 
and suggest we use similar methods on citizen environmental discourse online to broaden 
our range of access to diverse insights and to draw more citizen engagement into 
environmental projects. This work takes Krista Ratcliffe’s rhetorical listening to the digital 
world where civic discussions and ad-hoc public organizing increasingly takes place. I 
address the advantages of using online discourse as a means of citizen participation like 
lowered participation thresholds and eased access to marginalized voices. I also reflect on 
the troublesome elements of such work like its higher potential for distorting arguments 
and the potential to valourize “data” over actual discussions. I contend that because 
digitally mediated listening broadens our range of access to diverse voices it should be used 
as a way of planning focused face-to-face climate discussions that are more inclusive and 
engage a broader range of concerns.  
Introduction  
The most significant environmental problems of our time are massive in their 
scale, breaching national territories, landmass and water divides, and even atmospheric 
borders. The scale is so enormous and the effects are so pervasive that scholars like 
Timothy Morton have called this the era of hyperobjects, or agents “straddling worlds 
and times” (Morton 23). Global warming, the viability of oceanic life forms, access to 
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freshwater supplies, ozone depletion, and a number of other environmental issues 
disregard the socio/politico/geographic boundary work performed to separate resources 
and communities. Given how deeply these problems remain tangled together, major 
environmental protocols overwhelmingly fail.  
While project failure is the norm, occasionally major collaborative projects do 
achieve their intended outcomes and remind everyone that success is possible. As 
Harvard law scholar and first-term Obama administration leader Cass R. Sunstein makes 
clear in his lengthy legal analysis, “Of Montréal and Kyoto: A Tale of Two Protocols,” 
the rare collaboration success that was the Montréal Protocol benefitted greatly from 
building agency for citizen stakeholders into the project (Sunstein 44). The Montréal 
Protocol enabled the public to participate as stakeholders and drive outcomes on in ways 
that failed protocols, like the Kyoto Protocol, did not. Sunstein states that without “a 
vivid incident—a kind of September 11 for climate change” that moves all stakeholders, 
officials working on major public projects will have to consider the role of citizens in 
addition to the scientists and policy makers (46). Regardless of the scale of the public 
project, working with citizens is both difficult and necessary. Rhetoricians Stuart Blythe, 
Jeffrey Grabill, and Kirk Riley found many local citizens responded to the potential 
public health concerns of a canal dredging project that required the disposal of toxic 
sediment with “understandable anger” and drawing them into the project was the only 
way to respectfully move forward (293). Still, when local community members were 
involved, their study found people struggling to define the problem and work together 
(278). On the other end of the scale, Oxford’s megaprojects expert, Bent Flyvbjerg, 
identifies the multi-national tradition of cloaking megaproject failure even though 
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successful projects are rare. Like Sunstein on the environment, Flyvbjerg argues that the 
high frequency of failure has proven engagement with average citizens is necessary. 
Whereas before “the few who [spoke openly to citizen stakeholders] were ostracized,” 
Flyvbjerg states pointedly, “we cannot solve problems we cannot talk about. So talking is 
the first step” (15). The question is no longer, should “non-experts” be granted a seat at 
the table, but rather, how do we go about accounting for public voices in the deliberation 
process of public projects in ways that are meaningful and outcome-oriented?  
Writing his analysis in 2007, Sunstein suggests major community negotiations 
should be modeled after the successful Montréal Protocol. These conditions require 
ordinary people to have real agency in the effort, plus key stakeholders having aligned 
political, economic, and scientific interests. For instance, the Montréal protocol was able 
to economically incentivize ordinary people to reduce their use of products releasing 
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), in turn reducing Earth’s ozone pollutant footprint to the 
agreed upon scientific target.  Sunstein acknowledged that while all of these conditions 
were met for the Montréal Protocol, he could not see any realistic parallelism on the 
matter of climate change. In 2014, an early proof of concept arrived that may provide 
traction on negotiating global climate change problems—and by extension, many other 
public issues requiring community participation. Tommaso Venturini and a team of five 
other people performed an analysis of the daily issues from the United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change’s (UNFCCC) Conference of the Parties 
(COPs) large but standardized corpus of negotiations documents between the years 1995-
2013. To make new connections visible from a massive corpus of data, the researchers 
mixed digital (automated extractions) and human (“manual selection of key issue-terms”) 
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methods (2). Their original approach created three digital maps on global climate 
negotiations.  
Fundamentally, Venturini et al.’s mapping of climate negotiations demonstrates 
newfound listening practices. Their team’s computationally assisted analyses of 
discourse provide data on the ways particular nations and issues are engaged by the group 
during negotiations. Their new findings contrast traditional explanations of how one 
specific part of the negotiations (“adaptation”) progressed over time (17). Their maps 
make an evidence-based argument that rather than an “adaptation” conversation emerging 
over time, developing countries—facing more urgent climate problems than most 
developed countries—raised key adaptation issues in a manner that was “present and 
highly visible from the very beginning of the negotiations” but received little attention for 
all but the financial aspect of adaptation until the same issues affected more powerful 
nations (15). While much of the COP’s disengagement with the concerns of less powerful 
nations can be explained through political reasons, because Venturini et al.’s evidence 
contrasts traditional post-hoc explanations, it is possible insufficient listening may have 
also been a factor. Put differently, a normative explanation may have accidentally 
silenced an alternative explanation for how the negotiations proceeded. 
In more detail, Venturini et al.’s first map was organized as a “co-occurrence 
network” of language. For example, greenhouse gas emissions co-occurred frequently 
with Kyoto Protocol. In other words, the map identified discourse linked together in 
people’s verbalized thoughts. Twice, a “hybrid origin” term occurred that mixed science 
and politics: “the dangerous anthropogenic interferences with climate system” (8). A 
second map traces the presence of nation stakeholders in the negotiations process. For 
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instance, the authors highlight Canada’s “withdrawal from climate negotiations” two 
years after Prime Minister Stephen Harper began his leadership, falling from a top six 
nation in negotiations visibility (14). The final “Issues and COPs” map traces how issues 
were engaged or ignored over time during the negotiations (15). These listening maps 
suggest how different stakeholders are connecting or failing to connect with one another. 
They also trace the constantly evolving shifts of power in the negotiations process based 
on how other stakeholders engage (or ignore) their concerns or how nations speak up or 
grow silent during negotiations. 
According to Krista Ratcliffe, listening for questions of language use and power 
as a way to receive cultural logic is an interpretive invention practice, what she calls 
rhetorical listening (199). Ratcliffe’s work takes up Jacqueline Jones Royster’s call for 
the construction of “cross-cultural codes of conduct” in rhetoric and composition studies 
(Ratcliffe 196) and gives tools for how we might better listen to one another. Rhetorical 
listening is a way of “standing under discourses,” of “listening to discourse not for intent 
but with intent” as a means of drawing up what’s negotiable (196, emphasis original). 
Ratcliffe points to listening’s Western association with femininity, as well as inequalities 
of power requiring people of colour and of lower socioeconomic class to use listening 
more often than those in a position of privilege as reasons for rhetoric and composition 
studies’ limited attention on listening (200). She argues rhetorical listening exposes 
alternative logics from more dominant logics, all of which are metonymic and reflective 
of cultural discourses that exist at a much larger scale (197). Her work rejects the binaries 
of ideal and real meaning and is instead located in a third space where negotiations are 
always already existing (205). Ratcliffe’s work is anchored in autoethographic and 
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classroom writing, but the concepts relate widely. 
In this essay, I advance a rhetoric of digitally mediated listening focused on how 
large-scale communities might meaningfully hear a broader range of community 
members and issues during negotiations. I point to discourse visualization maps as 
another interpretative invention, moving discourses that were once “inaudible” to us into 
our perception with the assistance of some digitally mediated practices.1 Methods used by 
Venturini et al. are concrete examples of the ways we can practice rhetorical listening to 
better understand communities of scale through their discourse practices and power 
relationships. I argue a rhetoric of digitally mediated listening might support large-scale 
communities in their efforts to more clearly hear one another and recognize a larger 
number of shared cooperation incentives. After pointing to evidence of how online and 
offline civic activity forms feedback loops, I suggest digital publics can add real value to 
the formalized, offline climate work and should be explored as a means of moving 
beyond Sunstein’s stalled climate change framework. The digital rhetoric I advance is 
designed to consider large-scale public participation, lowered participation thresholds, 
increased visibility of marginalized voices, and broadened visibility of cooperation 
incentives. I address the weaknesses that accompany digitally mediated rhetorical 
listening as they relate to climate change negotiations. Overall, I argue that computational 
assistance with listening is not about technology itself finding solutions, but instead 
broadening our range of access to diverse voices we can meaningfully hear. In best case 
                                                          
1 Ratcliffe very briefly theorizes the space of the visual as an additional space for hearing 
(220), but leaves it unexplored because there were limited examples when she wrote it 
over fifteen years ago. 
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scenarios, rhetorics of digitally mediated listening will pre-identify likely stakeholder 
concerns using computational assistance and then use that information to practice 
stronger face-to-face negotiations.  
Analogue Publics in Traditional Theory & Digital Publics in Latour’s Datascapes 
To discuss public involvement in public projects we must first clarify what we mean by 
“the public.” The extended library of scholarship on this matter points to how difficult a 
construct it is to define. It continues to be rich with contradictions and poor on 
agreement. In rhetoric, the most common (non-classical) conversational arcs date back to 
John Dewey in the early twentieth century who defined the public as “all those who are 
affected by the indirect consequences of transactions to such an extent that it is deemed 
necessary to have those consequences systematically cared for” (15). Written in the 
sixties and translated into English in 1989, Jürgen Habermas unpacked the devolution of 
one particular kind of public sphere, namely, what he categorized as the liberal model of 
the public sphere.2 Nancy Fraser critiqued Habermas for idealizing the liberal model and 
failing to examine “other, nonliberal, non-bourgeois, competing public spheres,” 
including the spheres of women’s public life (61). After, Michael Warner’s 
counterpublics added the concept of socially marked individuals who recognize on some 
level that their public is beneath the normative group (86). Later, Fraser further unpacked 
publics and privilege through her research on transnational feminism.3 What all of these 
theories about the public have in common is the idea of an individual or set of individuals 
                                                          
2 See The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere: An Inquiry into a Category of 
Bourgeois Society.  
 
3 See Scales of Justice: Reimagining Political Space in a Globalizing World. 
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in tension with the larger collective.4 This individual-societal and group-societal thinking 
is also the lens Sunstein uses when he looks at collaborative public efforts and sees no 
way to address climate change due to conflicts across nations, corporations, and 
individuals. Similarly, it is the lens Blythe, Grabill, and Riley use for their research on a 
local canal dredging project.  
Importantly, Bruno Latour and a growing movement of digital scholars like danah 
boyd (who has a self-identified lowercase name) and Kate Crawford have largely 
abandoned the individual-society tension representing the last few centuries of 
scholarship that leave most public science issues gridlocked. Instead, they have picked up 
a new paradigm still in a fledgling state. Latour contends when individuals represented as 
“profiles made of long lists of properties” are drawn out through digital navigational tools 
and processes, we lose many of the problems that troubled analogue public theorists. 
Similarly, boyd’s social network studies scholarship theorizes individuals as a 
performative network of “computer bits” coming together (as opposed to analogue public 
theorists who have focused largely on bounded units of individuals, however 
performative and unstable they may be). Latour terms these performative networks of 
computer bits “datascapes.” Datascapes function differently than the analogue world 
because people’s selves are digitally distributed and separated. For instance, Facebook 
logs its users names, current locations, past locations, hometowns, age, gender, sexual 
orientation, marital status, post-secondary and earlier education, friend networks, 
                                                          
4 For a public science issue discussion, consider Nathan Crick and Joseph Gabriel’s, “The 
Conduit Between Lifeworld and System: Habermas and the Rhetoric of Public Scientific 
Controversies,” which theorizes what happens when individuals are threatened and 
violated by larger societal economic and political frameworks.  
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“Likes,” organized communities, click history, full view history, and more across their 
many servers.5 Researchers like Lada Adamic who have been courted from tenured 
academic positions to run studies in the corporations themselves (in her case, Facebook) 
are then in the position to call up or ignore properties as they are interested. Further, 
datascapes enable information seekers to more easily pair one set of information with 
allied datasets from other places. The argument is that the datascape framework is 
substantively different enough to require complete retheorizing and an investigation into 
how datascapes offer new possibilities and new problems. We do need to ask questions 
about what public voices and representation mean in the age of publicly accessible digital 
profiles of people. For example, what does this datascapes concept mean, and how is it 
applicable to making public voices more visible in deliberating through public problems 
when we can lift and form all sorts of communities within moments of sitting in front of a 
computer terminal?  
Ad-Hoc Publics and the Cross-Influences of Online and Offline Conversations  
One of Latour’s definitions of a network is that it makes individual elements increasingly 
“visible to the inquirer.” One transformative way to make things visible is through 
hashtags, which organize people into conversation around shared events or matters of 
interest. The hashtag speeds up the circulation of photos, videos, and written text to 
interested audiences. In other words, users are no longer limited to seeking out their 
online community in one of many topic-specific websites because nearly everyone, 
regardless of their interests, can find their parties using social media platforms. 
                                                          
5 Of course, the Google ecosystem and others do the same. 
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Significantly, some of these online organizing practices on places like Twitter are 
forming ad-hoc publics (Bruns and Burgess 7). Axel Bruns and Jean E. Burgess 
performed one of the earlier network analyses showing the grassroots generation of 
current event conversations online and how they quickly formed a visible organizational 
structure around an issue of public concern (7). The digital elements of ad-hoc publics 
leave traces in datascapes, and here we can begin to see raw materials available to be 
collected and analyzed that parallel the formal Conference of Parties conversations.  
 Several examples of such ad-hoc publics can be seen in the social media practices 
during the uprisings in Tunisia and Egypt. The ad-hoc publics formed by disaffected 
citizens were shown to spike with activity online before something happened on the 
ground (Howard et al. 3). The primary user demographic was shown to be young and 
educated men and women in cities, and the media they shared online—such as the video 
of President Zine El Abidine Ben Ali’s wife misappropriating a Tunisian jet for personal 
shopping sprees—influenced the political conversations offline (2). In other words, 
regular citizens participated in the storytelling of these mainstream media conversations 
because they made their concerns visible and heard. The tension between experts and 
regular people in journalism sources echoes many of the tensions of public projects trying 
to incorporate citizens into the process addressed earlier. Most mainstream media used 
social media but in a manner that sourced tweets from hired reporters on the ground with 
earned credibility and trustworthiness (493).Some mainstream media representatives are 
adapting more quickly to digital life than others, such as is Andy Carvin, a then-National 
Public Radio journalist who decided to become a professional curator of breaking news 
during the Middle Eastern uprisings. Carvin used his authority to “signal boost” nonelite 
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sources and showed a preference for the citizen on the ground (Hermida, Lewis, and 
Zamith 495).  
 In addition to reframing mainstream news media reporting, these ad-hoc digital 
publics are reframing the concept of public participation. Research teams from several 
nations are working to convert the data from these publics left in datascapes into 
information models and even public policy. For instance, Santiago Núñez Corrales writes 
of a team in Costa Rica working in the Technological Institute of Costa Rica (TEC) that 
crowdsourced an ontology of concepts using large-scale computational methods. 
Specifically, they used large-scale social media data from citizens to inform part of their 
public policy. Such practices demonstrate the ways in which many citizens will not 
perceive themselves as participating in public service and knowledge creation, and yet 
while they may not be consciously working in this way, their social media activity 
passively contributes a stream of digital discourse that is being mined and mobilized in 
ways that affect their larger community. With regard to climate work, Sunstein has 
already shown that indirect influence from public stakeholders like was seen with the 
Montréal protocol can drive project outcomes despite incomplete information and passive 
participation. It is reasonable to consider this data left by ad-hoc publics in datascapes as 
materials available for analysis and a possible alternative to the consumeristic model of 
public participation in environmental work. 
Traditional Large-Scale Multi-Stakeholder Environmental Deliberation Practices 
There are some known issues of past large-scale environmental deliberation. We 
must think through these issues if we are to speak to how emerging digital methods may 
be able to support challenges that analogue methods were unable to support.  
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 Large-scale environmental protocols take time to succeed. The Montréal Protocol 
on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer came out of a United Nations meeting on 16 
September 1987, where international representatives gathered in Montréal, Canada to 
figure out what could be done about the destruction of the global ozone layer. A protocol 
was established at the meeting and then put into practice on 1 January 1989. It was 
revised five times (7 March 1991; 23 September 1993; 5 August 1996; 4 June 1998; 28 
July 2000; and 14 May 2008), universally ratified, and is currently one of only two 
United Nations treaties to ever achieve universal ratification. As mentioned earlier, the 
success of the Montréal Protocol is unfortunately not the norm. A more normative 
example is the failed Kyoto Accord. Established on 11 December 1997 in Kyoto, Japan 
and brought to life by the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, it 
began regulation 16 February 2005, though ultimately few countries aligned their shared 
interests in a productive manner, creating a net environmental loss for everyone. What 
digital methods can bring to these several years long negotiations is to analyze what 
happens in real time. Analysis and visualizations of stakeholder themes merging or 
diverging in real time will provide course-correcting information and unprecedented 
evidence that stakeholders can use to increase the likelihood of a successful resolution.    
Historically, the lack of ultimate authorities to enforce stakeholder follow-through 
at any stage of the process has proven to be a significant problem for large-scale efforts. 
Nations that signed the Kyoto Protocol were technically bound and required to meet the 
collectively established standards for reducing greenhouse gas emissions, yet a number of 
nations, including the United States of America, were not willing to meet the 
requirements. Recall Sunstein’s findings that efforts from officials alone don’t work, and 
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instead require non-expert stakeholder participation such as the kind effectively used in 
the Montreal Protocol. Montreal stakeholders were able to capitalize on shared interests 
at multiple scopes of detail (they simultaneously achieved long-term and short-term 
benefit). Stakeholders can recognize opportunities on their own, but historically, most of 
these efforts have been insufficient. Digital methods simply let stakeholders recognize 
more opportunities, and the Venturini et al retrospective study has established details for 
how that process can look for climate change negotiations. 
Like climate change, CFCs transitioned through a number of scientific, political, 
and environmental understandings during the years before the ozone target was achieved. 
At first, CFCs were seen as an upgrade from other hazardous chemicals used for similar 
purposes, though in time Sherwood Roland and Mario Molina hypothesized CFCs were 
damaging the ozone in 1974 and it took a while before opinions shifted (Sunstein, 2007, 
p. 10). As we all know by now, Roland and Molina’s research hypothesis was proven 
accurate. At that time, however, there were a number of people in industry profiting off 
of CFC-reliant products—just like climate change and the oil industry and other 
damaging industries. Many actively dismissed the environmental concerns, most notably, 
the “senior executive at DuPont, the world’s largest CFC producer, [who] testified before 
a Senate panel that the ‘chlorine-ozone hypothesis is at this time purely speculative with 
no concrete evidence . . . to support it’” (ibid). In particular, the United Kingdom was the 
largest exporter of CFCs and had an economic stake in keeping them in use just like with 
oil and the environmental problem of climate change. Yet despite powerful corporate 
leaders attempting to disarm the United Kingdom political elite, the American Senate and 
everyday citizen stakeholders still managed to take meaningful environmental action and 
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dramatically change environmental circumstances. While there may not be current 
parallels, we can now build them by incorporating digital methods into our available 
means.  
Scaling Humanities Research Methods 
Large-scale computational methods are a powerful way to create new knowledge, but 
such methods can (and do!) lead insufficiently critical users awry. Christian Sandvig, 
danah boyd, Kate Crawford and others have outlined the fundamental concerns and 
illustrated deeply problematic outcomes of uncritically using what they term, “big data,” 
which is effectively the kind of work that Venturini et al. and the ad-hoc social media 
researchers undertake (and what I myself am advocating we cautiously practice as a 
means of listening to public voices on climate issues as they have left opinions online). 
Paraphrased, boyd and Crawford’s landmark provocations highlight how big data 
changes the definition of knowledge, how its myths of objectivity and accuracy are 
problematic, how size itself is less important than aligning the size of the data with the 
research question, how mathematical modeling strips the significance of data that needs 
to be accounted for in other ways, how data access is not equivalent to ethical access, and 
how new digital divides are being created by differences in access to big data (boyd and 
Crawford 5-21). All of these are substantive changes in the research process and require 
intellectual consideration about process before too much attention on is paid on findings. 
With social media discourse in particular, Sandvig has shown the “corrupt 
personalization” practices employed by information streaming platforms (like Facebook) 
that organize user engagement according to corporate interests rather than sociopolitical 
ones. Also concerning is the phenomenon of apophenia, or the many meaningless 
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correlations that can be found using poor large-scale research methodologies leading to 
erroneous conclusions. Methods discussions are critical in order to build a research 
culture that recognizes the limitations and appropriateness of particular strategies for 
particular kinds of questions and corpora.  
Benjamin Miller’s analysis of methodological categories used in the discipline 
(sourced from 2711 dissertation abstracts mostly from the Consortium of Doctoral 
Programs in Rhetoric & Composition) suggests there are few examples of large-scale 
methods being taught to rhetoric and composition doctoral students. Likely, this is 
because few researchers do this work themselves. Examples of large-scale discourse/text-
analytical methods in our field or closely related fields include Venturini et al.’s study of 
the COP corpus, large-scale digital ethnographic methods like Liza Pott’s study of social 
media use in response to disasters, and large-scale philosophical-theoretical methods like 
Morton’s hyperobjects. Some of the bigger research gaps that rhetoricians could 
meaningfully speak to include large-scale model building methods that facilitate 
productive discourse across knowledge communities broadly understood, large-scale 
rhetorical-analytical methods that speak to massive community deliberations, and large-
scale meta-analytical/disciplinographic methods that speak to subject matter experts 
communicating across disciplinary divides.  
Focusing on large-scale community deliberations in particular, there remains a 
dearth of disciplinary or related methods. Bruno Latour’s Politics of Nature: How to 
Bring the Sciences into Democracy, Krista Ratcliffe’s Rhetorical Listening and a small 
number of similarly theoretical texts are not enough to grapple with deeply rhetorical 
public issues taking place at scale. Fields like technical communications have addressed 
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smaller, more manageable datascales where human eyes and ears can attend to all the 
information. Blythe, Grabill, and Riley’s study of a local canal dredging mentioned 
earlier found useful principles that must translate to large-scale projects in the digital 
world in some manner. At this point, it is just not clear how rhetorical concerns relate and 
differ based on scale, and consequently, how our methods and research trajectories 
should adapt. Certainly the digital humanities are beginning to use methods like network 
graphs and other methods of finding meaning in data. Yet, despite the gargantuan number 
of people engaging in civic discourse online and rhetoric’s disciplinary roots in civics and 
language, there remains a dearth of research methodologies focusing on humanities 
questions that are able to engage these conversations at scales where the volume of 
information becomes too high to use eyes and ears alone.  
Listening to Public Climate Discussions Corpora 
As addressed earlier, Royster calls for rhetoricians to construct “codes of cross-cultural 
conduct,” which Ratcliffe responds to with the trope of rhetorical listening. My work 
departs from Ratcliffe’s by proposing a rhetoric of listening built for encounters only 
possible when software assists the listening practice, like Venturini et al. used to digitally 
listen to the climate negotiations. The value of digitally mediated rhetorical listening 
does not come from the technology itself solving problems, but rather from the way the 
technology extends the range of visible cultural logics for us to use as focused discussion 
touchstones. Ideally, these discussions would happen in face-to-face formats. 
 There are greater challenges that come with using online sources to listen to 
stakeholders in the same way that Venturini et al. listened to Conference of Parties 
conversations. Twitter hashtag conversationalists, Facebook sub-community members, 
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other online communities like Reddit, digitally represented offline communities, and 
mainstream news discussions happening online are leaving digital profiles that provide 
lots of data available for mining and analysis. The research challenges are enormous due 
to the variety of ways the information is organized. Further, online identities are 
complicated because they range from real names to novelty accounts designed for 
entertainment more than discussion. We know formalized international climate 
negotiations were tedious and slow to parse when only experts familiar with the discourse 
were at the table. When you add in informal non-expert voices likely gathered through 
indirect means, effectively communicating meaning becomes tremendously tricky. Social 
data is currently the easiest available way to explore passive public stakeholder 
engagement because of the range of discourse communities and nations available online. 
Accordingly, such work is fraught with communication challenges.  
 When Ratcliffe talks about “standing under discourses” she mentions the “din” of 
listening to everyone at one time (203). In this context, it is difficult to determine what 
“genuine conversation” on climate change looks like in datascapes. Mainstream and new 
media sources are leaving digital traces on the subject of climate change. The topic has 
grown in attention and salience in the past few years and the scale of information online 
on this subject is massive. Political leaders from the East to the West, like President Ji 
Jinping and President Obama, are beginning to incorporate climate issues into 
mainstream political discussions instead of bracketing them to the side like in the recent 
past. China and the United States agreed to a landmark climate accord in 2014 (Landler, 
par. 2), and in addition to more than 100 important leaders showing up to The People’s 
Climate March in September 2014 in New York City, hundreds of thousands of people 
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marched in the streets (Visser, par. 1). Such visible support of climate change is casting 
the issue in mainstream media reporting as a normative civic concern instead of a radical 
one. The mainstream media reporting is important data because it continues to set so 
much of the tone of public conversation.  
 As political leaders talk frankly about climate change and increase its coverage in 
mainstream news sources, leaders from alternative media sources are also furthering the 
discussion. People like entertainer Russell Brand are broadcasting political and 
environmental messages to audiences who share their priorities and values instead of a 
traditional cable news broadcaster talking to viewers indiscriminately. Brand’s homestyle 
media channel has over 104 million views on YouTube. He updates his video broadcast 
five days a week, casually filming five to fifteen minute episodes while sitting on a sofa 
with Naomi Klein, traveling en route in the back of a vehicle while commenting on the 
day’s world events, or sitting in a coffee shop analyzing a politician’s speech. Actor Ian 
Somerhalder from shows Lost and The Vampire Diaries uses social media a little 
differently than Brand but has made a similar impact. In fact, he talked about 
environmental issues so frequently to his 5.9 million Twitter followers, garnering 
signatures for petitions and sharing climate change photos for awareness, he earned the 
appointment of the United Nations Environment Programme Goodwill Ambassador. 
Whether It is on Brand or Somerhalder’s social media accounts or platforms like “TED 
Talks,” whose thirty-eight climate change talks have been translated into several 
languages and contributed to the platform’s billionth view back in 2012, the public issue 
is being discussed. Viewers share the videos on social media platforms and many of those 
discussions are viewable by researchers. The enormous scale of digital media means a lot 
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of the data already exist to study how underrepresented stakeholders feel about climate 
change action and what they’re willing to adjust or sacrifice in order to act on it.  
 One difference with digital publics as compared to analogue publics—briefly 
addressed by Latour and also by boyd—is the ease of capturing demographic categories 
from social media corpora. Home locations, current locations, genders, ages and 
languages of choice are all common metadata available to be scraped by software scripts. 
Sometimes, like in the case of Facebook where users post publicly viewable commentary 
on community pages, analysts can access their education, sexual orientation, marital 
status, past places lived, religion, and other variables. The groundswell of people 
discussing public issues and self-selecting into discussion communities lets researchers 
gather plenty of metadata and content.  By knowing which particular sub-communities of 
people use which particular co-occurring terms (as one of many methods of studying 
discourse), it is likely insights about how certain people online are talking about the issue 
will be found.  
Operating in Datascapes Lowers Thresholds for Participation 
Public listening projects like Costa Rica’s transformation of public discourse into policy 
documents are built through a relational framework with citizens instead of an 
authoritarian one. Costa Rica has used citizen discourse as a way to avoid one of the most 
understandable listening hurdles that hurt public participation processes, namely, 
specialized discourse. Specialized discourse can unintentionally relegate citizens as 
outsiders. The COPs negotiations privilege a certain kind of conversation and a certain 
kind of collaborative climate work rooted in the tradition of the United Nations. 
Ironically, given the demonstrated importance of non-expert participation in these kinds 
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of environmental efforts, officials may be less well positioned to drive the kinds of deep 
change required for success because they are less in tune with how the issue is received 
by the general public. In fact, there is expertise in understanding what non-expert voices 
have to say about such work, as they are the largest number of stakeholders and hold 
considerable influence in its success or failure.  
One strategy for speaking across discourse communities is to make use of visual 
communication and bridge the language gap through visual means. For instance, take the 
United Nations maps of social media data tracking public issue discourse over time. The 
digital laboratory known as United Nations Pulse has partnered with a climate change 
arm of the United Nations to measure global social media engagement on climate change. 
Their data visualization dashboard is available for public viewing and user interactivity 
online.6 Other Pulse projects researching social media publics include a food scarcity 
study that found Indonesian food discourse spikes and falls in accordance with actual 
food scarcity in Indonesia, a project tracking social media discourse to understand public 
perceptions of sanitation, and a project using social media to identify early stage 
conflicts. However, it is still early to see how this correlative information will be used to 
inform decisions. It can certainly be categorized as a kind of listening at scale using a 
mixed-media strategy of discourse and visual arguments.  
At this point most questions about civic participation through online means are 
still speculative. Attending to stakeholders in digital spaces requires us to ask, what might 
public participation mean when talking about large-scale public projects? For instance, 
                                                          
6 See http://www.unglobalpulse.net/climate/ for the interactive visualization. 
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would tweeting about climate issues from a publicly viewable Twitter profile count as 
consent to participate in the public dialogue? If so, are the corpora restricted to tweets 
engaging with an official conversation hashtag and purposefully joining one particular 
large-scale conversation? Or should the corpora draw from anyone who tweets on climate 
issues broadly understood? How does participatory consent factor in to digitally voiced 
concerns about climate issues given that (unlocked) profiles are in a publicly accessible 
space? What unpredictable problems will arise based on our decisions of how to treat this 
publicly available data? What are the intellectual weak spots of using this information to 
conceptualize the public? These are big questions and we are only in the early stages of 
answering them. 
Marginalized Voices are More Easily Lifted Up in Datascapes 
Recall how one of Venturini et al.’s maps traced how concerns voiced by developing 
nations were received in the formal climate negotiations. Evidence of digital tools 
supporting marginalized voices in an unequal system of power exists for grassroots 
political dialogues, too. As demonstrated above, there are reasons to believe climate 
problems felt by less powerful global citizens can be lifted up through social media. 
Certainly this has been the case for Twitter’s use for uprisings in the Middle East. 
Similarly, the #BlackLivesMatter movement in Ferguson, MO used Twitter and other 
forms of social media to gain attention, lifting citizen protesters Deray McKesson and 
Johnetta Elzie into Fortune’s World’s Greatest Leaders 2015 list ranked above Bill and 
Melinda Gates and Mark Zuckerberg (Fortune.com). In Baltimore, local amateur 
photographer Devin Allen’s photo of the protests he uploaded to Instagram was “re-
grammed” so widely it eventually made the cover of Time magazine. Allen’s 
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photographs have been recognized for the ways they provide alternative logics and 
alternative narratives to the more limited representations available in most mainstream 
media outlets. Social media provides alternative narratives and leaves a lot of these 
records in datascapes available to be heard by many. For instance, Bassem Youssef, the 
self-acknowledged “John Stewart of the Middle East” is another example of how social 
media has helped lift an otherwise undervoiced community to a larger discussion. 
Youssef is a former heart surgeon who used YouTube to address political issues in his 
home region through political satire, eventually earning himself mainstream American 
attention by guesting on the Daily Show and other places. Ultimately, we are seeing a 
breadth of diverse people build communities of import who voice their hopes and 
concerns online. These alternative viewpoints provide a wider range of information 
available for analysis.  
Researchers in the liberal arts without the technological abilities to access and 
analyze this large-scale information might consider working on collaborative teams to 
discover pluralities of communities and networks. For instance, the aforementioned 
Somerhalder’s Twitter following and Brand’s homestyle YouTube news, Trews can 
operate as case studies to help understand how online communities work at a large scale. 
We can ask questions like, “Does their alternative media engagement relate to 
representations in the mainstream media’s news, and if so, how?” by analyzing their data 
in comparison to mainstream media data. We can look at the historical creation of their 
social media communities and ask, “how did their community evolve over time?” These 
methods offer insights on less represented public positions on civic issues and are 
available because of digital information kept in datascapes. The challenging part that 
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accompanies increasing the diversity of stakeholder voices is that making meaningful 
sense of this enormous amount of plurality, including who has access to what knowledge, 
and understanding how communication functions in a substantive way. These unknowns 
are all the more reason for rhetoricians and other liberal arts experts who study non-
fiction texts to provide stronger research attention on large-scale environmental discourse 
and participation in climate negotiations.  
Unfortunately, the visibility of marginalized voices online often comes with a 
considerable price. A Pew Internet Research study found that experiencing or witnessing 
harassment is common across all internet users but more frequent for gender and sexual 
minorities and people of colour (Duggan). Essentially, minorities who speak up at all—
and especially in ways that question traditional power structures—can draw significant 
harassment. As one example of the kinds of harassment that take place, see Anita 
Sarkeesian of Feminist Frequency who critiques portrayals of women and girls in video 
games. Sarkeesian speaks up on representations of women characters in games wearing 
high heels while in combat or only depicted as background decoration instead of a 
participatory role. Her social media presence has developed a voice for feminist issues in 
gaming and earned her constant speaking engagements at universities and other places. 
Unfortunately, it also brings her frequent death threats and even one massacre threat 
stating intent to kill her and attendees if she spoke at an event on a Utah campus 
(McDonald, pars. 1 and 2). She is one of several women who have had to leave their 
homes when threats grew severe. Other online-turned-offline problems include false 
police calls designed to send a fully armed “SWAT” team to the victim’s home, and 
“doxxing,” which involves the public release of private information like social security 
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numbers. Researchers like Jacqueline Wernimont are studying online violence against 
women, having built an internet resource safety list among many other projects, but 
scaled online research on other marginalized communities is limited.7 Compounding the 
issue is the fact that minorities are themselves underrepresented in the digital research 
community. Scott Weingart’s study on conference acceptances show nonstandard names 
in the United States census or social security database are significantly less likely to be 
accepted to digital humanities conferences, and women continue to be underrepresented 
compared to men in digital conference speaking roles. The research community itself has 
some internal inequalities that limit scholarly attention on external concerns, since non-
marginalized communities are less likely to take up these kinds of research questions. 
Identifying and studying the ways environmental issues interact with marginalized voices 
in datascapes is one way of starting face-to-face conversations and collaboratively 
addressing issues that are likely heightened effects of what is in all of our own best 
interests. Environmental discussions that challenge traditional power structures are often 
rooted in the conflict between economic benefit and biological concerns, like the disposal 
of toxic sediment in Blythe, Grabill, and Riley’s local environmental study. This is a 
good starting point to examine further.  
Datascapes Broaden the Visibility of Cooperation Incentives 
Economic incentives have been the primary driver of large-scale environmental 
collaborations in the past. This privileging of economics is by purposeful design. It is 
easy to see the value of money and money has shown a measure of effectiveness as a 
                                                          
7 See “Internet Safety Resource List” at https://jwernimont.wordpress.com.  
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cooperation incentive. For example, Sunstein found economic forces were used by 
ordinary citizens acting as consumers by purchasing alternatives to CFC products, 
successfully meeting the intended protocol outcome. Similarly, in their analysis of the 
1995-2014 climate negotiations, Venturini et al. also found economic forces in a number 
of the COP discussions around the climate negotiations such as discussions around 
“adaptation finance,” the preemptive funds that support infrastructure redevelopment and 
other kinds of changes related to climate change before disasters happen. However, 
another way to look at this is to see economic incentives as having been problematically 
privileged in past projects, especially considering that “adaptation finance” was the only 
issue developed countries paid attention to among the many raised early on by 
developing countries. Economic incentives have mostly proved too fragile to drive large-
scale environmental projects to their intended outcomes just as they have proved too 
fragile elsewhere. Consider the shift in organizational research studies in the 1980s, 
where for decades prior, a “shareholder” lens was used to organize decision making in 
large organizations. Essentially, finances drove not only the business practices but the 
scholarly intellectual practices as well. In time, evidence came to show that the earlier 
paradigm was intellectually weak because it could not effectively account for why some 
organizations achieved great outcomes and others failed. The field switched to a more 
expansive and inclusive theory of stakeholders following R. Edward Freeman’s 
Stakeholder theory. Stakeholder theory accounts for more outcomes and data than a 
finance-centric shareholder viewpoint. Our approach toward large-scale multi-
stakeholder collaborations like climate change negotiations could benefit greatly from 
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paralleling their transition toward the more expansive and intellectually generative 
perspective.  
 In rhetorical listening, Ratcliffe draws from Martin Jay’s work on 
“occularocentrism” to explain our tendency to hyper-focus on one highly visible aspect of 
a complex picture while other aspects fade into the background. Speaking in a consumer-
centric view of the public, Sunstein made a similar point when he referred to how the 
“vividness” of CFC’s effects captivated the everyday citizen in ways that supported the 
Montreal Protocol’s outcome. He writes: 
The role of the public is especially noteworthy here. It is not surprising to find 
considerable mobilization on the part of environmentalists and those with 
environmentalist inclinations. But changes in consumer behavior were quite 
widespread, in a way that makes a sharp contrast with other domains (including 
climate change). Two points are relevant here. The first is that skin cancer, the harm 
associated with ozone depletion, is highly salient and easily envisioned; and a salient, 
easily envisioned harm is especially likely to affect behavior. This point is connected 
to the fact that it is not difficult to energize people with the vivid image of a loss of 
the earth's "protective shield." The second point is that the change in consumer 
behavior was not, in fact, extremely burdensome to consumers. Aerosol spray cans 
are not central to daily life, and a refusal to purchase them, or a decision to take other 
steps to reduce uses of ozone-depleting chemicals, did not impose large costs. 
Because the relevant harms were vivid, directly involving human health, and because 
no real hardship was imposed by taking steps to reduce those costs, consumer 
behavior was significantly affected. As we shall see, there is no parallel to date in the 
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context of climate change. (Sunstein 11). 
Sunstein is right to critique climate change’s lack of a singular vivid problem to 
organize around. Climate change means droughts in some places and flooding in another, 
among other divergences. But perhaps climate change’s vividness is best when tailored to 
particular audiences and particular harms associated with that audience. This kind of 
tailored work is possible given that datascapes contain demographic and other 
personalized information available to be listened to using digitally mediated listening 
practices of public discourse. In other words, just like media is moving away from 
broadcasting one message to an indiscriminate audience in favour of broadcasting 
tailored messages to tailored audiences, large-scale environmental discussions should 
consider doing the same. 
 The last phenomenon major environmental projects might take advantage of is the 
tendency of people to be motivated more by social influences than self-interested logic. 
The privileging of economic pathways as a means of reaching environmental targets may 
feel intellectually sturdier, but the evidence demonstrates that finances are only one of 
many behavioral change factors, largely ending up subsumed under the umbrella of social 
influence as humans tend to act socially above all else. One environmental conservation 
article published in Nature, “Inducing Peer Pressure to Promote Cooperation,” found that 
displaying highly localized neighbour home electricity use to homeowners achieved the 
best electricity conservation rates when compared to showing homeowners their 
conversation rates against regional data or people from other locations completely (Mani 
et al. 7). Using Ratcliffe’s more expansive definition of listening, this is a kind of 
listening practice not far from the way we listen to cues in our physical environment and 
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act accordingly. This particular kind of listening practice can be accessed from fitness 
phone apps, credit cards, cell phone sensors, and shows the power of social context 
information compared to analogue incentives or individualized digital feedback.8 
Technology’s affordances allow for the tracking of social influence. As the electricity 
study demonstrates, such work can add to the visibly available incentives for cooperation.  
New Problems 
 I believe Latour’s framework of inquiry is equipped to support the development 
of new digital research methods and is worthy of exploration. In particular, I am 
interested in developing intellectual models that are likely to better the odds of large-
scale public scientific controversy resolution (and other large-scale civic deliberation 
more generally). Overall, these efforts would help leaders position themselves to do 
realistic, outcome-oriented action work. Experts could map the conversational threads of 
public voices to help professional negotiators understand points of intervention that are 
most amenable to particular audiences, including non-expert audiences or key 
stakeholders. Then, they could meet with several of these communities in a face-to-face 
format and scaffold their voices into environmental negotiations. Studying digital corpora 
allows researchers to trade in traditional struggles researching “the public” for an entirely 
different set of research pros and cons. The challenges likely to arise from exploring this 
pathway fall into two categories: poorly performed research that does not follow best 
                                                          
8 On Facebook, a user receiving automated notifications about friends who voted in the 
American elections increased the likelihood of that user voting compared to a non-social 
voting notification. See Bond, Robert M., et al. “A 61-Million-Person Experiment in 
Social Influence and Political Mobilization.” Nature 489.7415 (2012): 295-298.  
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practices, and well performed research that must navigate a whole host of tricky 
unknowns.  
Social data collected from projects like Mani et al.’s local electricity use takes place 
in an interdisciplinary intellectual space. Likely, some scientists designing similar studies 
may not recognize the ethnocentric or larger sociocultural factors influencing their 
findings. It is likely that many quantitative experts will coopt qualitative work due to an 
unfamiliarity with language’s need to be situated in its qualitative sociocultural context. 
Not every scholar and practitioner understands that not all data can be understood by a 
computer.  Second, it is likely that many practitioners who listen to the importance of 
qualitative analysis will still misconstrue the significance of the slow back-and-forth 
cycling between qualitative experts and automated computers that Venturini et al. 
performed to respect the qualitative elements of the work, thus rushing the process and 
distorting the findings. Even researchers following best practices will still encounter 
troublesome work. At this stage, the challenges of using data sourced from social media 
or other similar resources fall into the following categories: 1) “Poe’s Law,” or the 
inability to discern sarcastic parodies of extremism from truly extremist beliefs over the 
internet, 2) algorithms, or the rhetoricity of computational analysis that selects and 
deflects in all sorts of intended and unintended ways, 3) “sea-lioning” (intrusive and 
unwelcome debates), “brigading” (sending communities from one online space to another 
to influence votes or other outcomes), and various other forms of online behaviour that 
do not occur as easily in the analogue world, and 4) assessing how privilege influences 
stakeholder viewpoints when the data are sourced from spaces where it is difficult to be 
sure of people’s positions of privilege or lack thereof. We know representativeness is not 
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possible, but we do want to work to add breadth to stakeholder voices as the purpose is 
diversity and inclusion. Finally, it is possible that people may use these research methods 
to intervene in the deliberations in ways designed to meet selfish ends instead of ends that 
support everyone. 
Given the international status of global climate change, social data for this global 
community will be a knotted and tricky problem to study. Ethical elements are a further 
significant factor. Drawing social data analysis and integration into large-scale 
environmental projects to be listened to through digitally mediated strategies will bring 
considerable problems. Ideally, humanities scholars will be prepared to collaborate with 
people from other research expertises. In order to collaborate, humanities scholars must 
first establish the value they bring to the conversation on incentivizing cooperation 
around public environmental projects. Doing so requires us to talk amongst ourselves as 
we relate to twenty-first century public deliberation practices at scale and largely in 
digital spaces. 
Digital Participation is Low Cost, Requiring Minimal Changes in Behavior 
There are a number of ways to draw citizen involvement in climate negotiations, 
and digital participation is one of them. Many of the newly created ways to engage 
people with social media, or vaguely social apps, require minimal behavior changes and 
low cost participation. One example of such low cost participation is PressureNet, a 
University of Toronto, University of Washington, MIT, and University of Waterloo joint 
effort that draws atmospheric pressure data every hour from hyper-localized phones 
volunteered by people willing to let their private devices chirp information to a large 
collective. Owners who want to support rigorous weather forecasting and build more 
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robust corpora of climate-related data only have to install an app once; it otherwise runs 
on automation in the background and requires no attention. To meet their aspirational 
goals, PressureNet, needs to figure out better public engagement strategies to harvest data 
at a far larger scale. In the figure below, you can see how many people like myself have 
installed the free app in the Phoenix metropolitan area to beam hyper-localized, climate-
related data to the research database.  
What is perhaps more important than what’s going on in the collaborating 
universities is how they also extend free Application Programmers Interface keys, or API 
keys, to feed data to others. Those interested in contributing to climate concerns beyond 
the low-cost passive harvesting of climate data through their smartphones may wish to 
participate in a medium-cost manner, namely, making use of some of the data for their 
own purposes. Underfunded local governments, grassroots activist groups working with 
minimal resources, or researchers may each transform harvested data into knowledge by 
pairing it with allied datasets according to their needs. For example, a local government 
could use barometric data from their community as evidence to garner more government 
resources related to storm safety, an activist group may use regional barometric data as 
evidence to justify the legitimacy of campaigning for more windmills in the region, or 
researchers may be able to develop sharper predictive modeling based on a larger corpus 
of data than was ever available before. All of these relate to large-scale climate 
negotiations because they can be creatively allied together with other parts of the 
negotiations process. For instance, this app could be allied with efforts to demonstrate 
concerned non-expert citizens’ willingness to address climate change, or perhaps their 
data itself can be aggregated to help those with more time to develop action plans. Such 
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capabilities are significant because they provide opportunities for climate-related action 
and adaptation from people who may not have the time, political clout, etc. to participate 
as formal, time-intensive climate change leaders.   
Looking at PressureNet as one example, it’s clear the harvested data skews toward 
cities. Surely there are user sub-demographics influencing participation (in the small 
number of Phoenix metropolis users shown above, users appear to lean to the 
demographically younger college town of Tempe and the more socially conscious 
affluent community that is central Phoenix). Right now PressureNet does not engage in 
any campaigning to gather data, suggesting a word of mouth and self-motivated 
community. Through campaigning, it’s likely far more users could be convinced to install 
the free app and participate given it is even more low-cost and even less effort than the 
CFC participation was in response to the Montreal Protocol. Researchers like Venturini et 
al can pair these diverse data sets to start painting a stronger picture of the climate 
situation and formal climate negotiators could use this nowcasted data streamed live as 
another available means they may choose to influence their negotiations (particularly 
around hurricanes, storms, etc.).  
Evidence shows hyper-localization data affects behavior. For example, some rigorous 
large-scale social data is coming out of places like MIT’s Media Lab. Pentland and other 
researchers are studying social physics, which “seeks to understand how the flow of ideas 
and information translates into changes in behavior.” Using big data from social media, 
fitness phone apps, credit cards, cell phone sensors, etc. they design displays of how their 
individual performance compares to that of their peers. Social context information turns 
out to be demonstrably far more effective than individual feedback. On Facebook, 
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automated notifications on which of a user’s friends voted in the American elections 
increased the likelihood of that user voting compared to a non-social voting notification.  
Likely challenges include the unequal demographic distribution of harvested data, 
most notably the ties to economic class issues that come with owning a smartphone, 
colonizing practices of analysts primarily quantifying that which requires primarily 
qualitative treatment, and perhaps even regulation category issues. Right now there is 
very little large-scale data that can substantiate any argument about the extent to which 
social media and other efforts make a difference in the offline world. More research is 
required. 
Conclusion 
This essay has advanced a rhetoric of digitally mediated listening as means of planning 
more focused face-to-face civic deliberations. It suggests one available means of 
practicing citizen engagement during climate and other civic discussions. This strategy 
includes tracing how marginalized voices are lifted up (or silenced) during civic talks. 
Reflecting first on the intellectual conversation of this essay, the primary work ahead is 
understanding online publics and public participation in the era of datascapes. As 
datascapes increasingly make visible new theoretical and ethical questions in the next 
decade, humanities scholars are going to be expected to have an opinion. Even if passive, 
non-participatory stances are our chosen response instead of participatory action research 
like I advocate with my rhetoric of digitally mediated listening—in essence, taking 
Blythe, Grabill, and Riley’s knowledge action work online and at scale—at the very least 
we must concern ourselves with responding to the practices undertaken by other 
researchers. If early adopters are any indication of the future culture, it is likely that 
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positivist scholars and practitioners lacking awareness and/or understanding of 
scholarship on language and power will be establishing how these practices are used. 
While we wait, researchers from these backgrounds build methods and findings and 
infrastructure. Datascapes are troves of enacted identity politics available for analysis, 
and that information can be raised up for discussion that promotes greater equality—if 
done properly. Participatory public work at scale will either have a plurality of research 
worlds collaborating or competing, or it will be intellectually limited and less able to 
address inequality and include diverse communities. Digitally mediated rhetorical 
listening helps with issues of access—before datascapes, it was more difficult to study 
public voices on public issues—and issues of scale too large for traditional humanities 
research methods. Transforming “the din” Ratcliffe talks about into meaningful 
conversations is the reason for computational assistance because eyes and ears are unable 
to effectively engage with this scale of community. Digitally mediated rhetorical listening 
helps bring up alternative logics beyond the normative logics that wield power and more 
easily gain representation.  
 Finally, turning from a scholarly focus to an attention on key environmental 
exigencies and civic conditions, megaprojects expert Flyvbjerg and legal leader Sunstein 
who analyzed major environmental protocols have established the practical need for 
citizens to be a part of projects of scale. Put simply, when citizens are not engaged 
stakeholders in public projects, they are more likely to fail. In addition to the pragmatist’s 
argument that Flyvbjerg and Sunstein spent the most time operating within, there are 
ethical arguments to be made for involving citizens in public projects of scale. With 
climate change in particular, everyone is a stakeholder. It could even be argued that 
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because younger citizens are going to be dealing with the repercussions of climate change 
at far higher rates, there are ethical reasons to lift their voices above others. Using citizen 
discourse from datascapes is one available means of being inclusive and practical when 
responding to an environmental need. 
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Chapter Three: Rhetorics of Digitally Mediated Listening: Using Deliberation 
Dashboards to Hear the Other 
As large-scale data literacies are developed and we learn to parse out the signals 
from the noise, we start to more easily hear demographics and individual citizens in ways 
that might otherwise go unheard. In this chapter, I theorize digitally mediated rhetorical 
listening as it relates to composing large-scale civic data. Specifically, I link DMRL to 
Ratcliffe’s call for “interpretive invention.” Dashboards, data visualizations, and 
algorithm-generated civic poetry are all (digital) concrete manifestations of the kind of 
inventio allowing us to use digitally mediated pathways to hear and create new cross-
cultural identifications. 
The past few years, interactive digital platforms designed for stronger civic 
information exchange have become popular, creating informal democratic assemblies 
similar to the “agoras” in ancient Greek city-states where citizens used to listen to one 
another. Many of these digital platforms showing up on formal government websites—
like the community engagement platform SpeakUpAustin or on citizen operated sites like 
the congressional analysis community known as GovTrack.us—are forming into useful, 
reasonably sturdy places for contemporary public deliberation. However, their strengths 
often come with unexpected problems or complications. For instance, a simple 
smartphone app the City of Boston, MA made for citizens to share pothole location and 
direct infrastructure repairs found participating citizens were disproportionately from 
affluent neighborhoods (Porway). Too frequently, and often to the detriment of already 
underserved communities, platform designers and data analysts pay insufficient attention 
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to such larger identity politics when designing digital information spaces for the public 
good. In other words, there is insufficient listening going on. 
These digital public platforms often show evidence of biased listening. Despite 
the large number of people circulating a discourse of rational purity and leaving the 
platform’s rhetorical features unexamined or insufficiently examined, rhetoricians would 
strongly argue that these platforms are never arhetorical. Consider the data-driven 
predictive policing platforms that local law enforcement and related public servants use 
based on New York City’s CompStat platform—the same one Mayor de Blasio 
announced 19 March 2015 will be adapted for the New York City public school system 
to make decisions on allocating public resources to public schools (New York Times, 
2015). Given the CompStat-related class action lawsuit Floyd vs the City of New York 
(still in negotiations) arguing that the use of historical data to justify “Stop and Frisk” 
racial profiling without reasonable suspicion is unconstitutional, as well as the poor 
evaluation of CompStat in Harvard’s John F. Kennedy School of Government policy 
journal titled “Seven Big Errors”—errors that include a lack of defined purpose for 
mobilizing historical data in addition to problems of properly equipping designated 
employees with what they need to perform meaningful analytics—I add my voice to 
those who believe many of these digital platforms are insufficiently attending to larger 
sociopolitical realities. As a result, a lot of these early platforms (often called 
“dashboards” displaying information like the dashboard of a vehicle) practice civic 
resource management in ways that inadvertently do harm. This is extra problematic when 
users circulate a discourse of arhetorical purity when describing the results that 
purportedly speak for themselves. Such findings have real consequences for real citizens 
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based on how they are listened to and categorized in these always, already rhetorical 
spaces for civic information exchange.  
Regardless of whether the digital listening spaces are housed by the government 
or by citizens, or whether they are public-facing or internal to public servants, these 
dashboards sharing language-based and statistical reasoning data on public issues involve 
complex rhetorical practices. They wield real civic power and therefore their listening 
practices deserve careful attention. As the well-publicized Facebook misstep 
demonstrated when Facebook’s 2014 “Year in Review” algorithm displayed one user’s 
dead child to him in the celebratory New Year packaging, the myth of arhetoricity in data 
reasoning is false and sometimes damaging.  
Arhetoricity issues compound in environments where audiences reuse information 
for their own various purposes—what Jim Ridolfo and Danielle DeVoss term the 
“rhetorical velocity” of a digital text when third parties mobilize information originally 
created by others. Many of these civic platforms deal with such large volumes of 
information as to encourage third party redistribution and reframing because their scope 
is too large to make good use of the information on their own. For example, several 
parliamentary informatics sites housed in places like the United States and the United 
Kingdom let users download datasets in XML or CSV formats with the expectation that 
interested parties will graph their local information against national trends or parse out 
data on a sub-issue of particular importance to them. As a result of such rhetorical 
velocity, any problems with hearing the original information’s composition or 
communication can have wide-reaching effects. When public information is projected in 
real time, a practice known as “nowcasting,” the rhetorical velocity of that dataset can 
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move information at a “viral” pace across the internet and set the story on public issues, 
meaning it’s crucial we pay attention and listen well in the first place.  
Histories of Listening to Reasoning 
There are histories of analytical reasoning and composition practices we can draw 
from when studying the rhetorical elements of listening to civic reasoning processes 
occurring on digital platforms. Brian Rotman, in Signifying Nothing: The Semiotics of 
Zero, argues how the introduction of zero into mathematical reasoning fundamentally 
launched critical thinking in mathematics by operating beyond the limitations of concrete 
quantification and opening intellectual space for reasoning abstractly and relationally 
through a system of semiotics (1987). Here, rhetoricians will recognize Rotman 
embodying Kenneth Burke’s famous definition of the human, and through his definition, 
the core concept of rhetoric: humans are the symbol-using “inventor of the negative” 
(1966). This abstract reasoning creates opportunities for symbol use and misuse—
numbers included in the rhetorical world of symbolic action—and this symbol use and 
misuse is simultaneously the greatest power and weaknesses of humans. Such realities 
are visible in the accrued problems of large-scale civic platforms illustrated earlier, and 
also visible in their discourses. 
In her study of the Macy Cybernetic Conferences running after World War II until 
1960, Katherine Hayles similarly highlights how attendees reasoned by using the 
negation of the “other” as a means of debating the definition, value, and practices of 
statistical and scientific reasoning. At this interdisciplinary conference intended to restore 
unity across scientific disciplines, she found the two leading but competing camps 
formed a dialectic, building their identity as a sub-community by starting with what they 
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were not about when compared to their differently thinking peers. Hayles also found both 
sub-communities came to recognize the imperative of clearly identifying problems as 
more important than trying to articulate solutions in a mathematical framework (Hayles, 
1994). Even then, mathematics was understood to have limits of usefulness and 
applicability and debate was seen as more important. Yet despite what experts 
collectively agreed upon about the limits of quantitative reasoning 55 years ago, 
arhetorical solution discourse persists in mainstream discussions of statistical reasoning. 
Such assumptions carry over into practices with these civic platforms.  
Visual reasoning has historical lineage too. Important modern day visual 
argument researchers include Edward Tufte, Gunther Kress & Theo Van Leeuwen, and 
the community of visual rhetoric and communication scholars such as Cara Finnegan, 
Lester Olson, Robert Hariman and John Louis Lucaites. Tufte perhaps does the heaviest 
lifting on visual reasoning in The Visual Display of Quantitative Information where he 
explains how engineers of the exploded Challenger shuttle placed critical slideshow 
information in a position that “reads” as insignificant based on our Western visual 
arguments, and how overlooking that critical information led to the O-rings causing the 
shuttle explosion. In a more optimistic vein, Tufte also examined the visual reasoning 
that unlocked how a Cholera outbreak in London, England spread in ways that written 
studies never uncovered, allowing public health officials to stop Cholera outbreaks and 
care for citizens. Tufte’s case studies remind us that the process of reasoning itself can 
happen through visual argument and bear tremendous effects on our everyday lives.  
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Finnegan’s discovery of the visual enthymeme, or visual syllogism where 
audience members participate in the reasoning process, is one of many examples of 
rhetoric and communication scholars providing visual reasoning discourses and practices. 
Finnegan case studies the visual enthymeme through the “skull controversy” surrounding 
a photographer commissioned by the federal government in 1936. The photographer’s 
picture of a cow’s skull taken on dry, cracked grounds was used to represent a drought 
happening in the plains and was circulated widely in newspapers throughout the nation. 
Though the photograph never used words to misrepresent his decision to physically 
relocate a cow’s skull to the dry ground for a better photograph, and though the drought 
was real and harmful to many Americans, citizens were outraged and felt deceived when 
they found out it was staged because they participated in the visual enthymeme by 
reasoning the photo was “truly authentic.” Similar readings of correctness can be found in 
Kress & Van Leeuwen’s study of newspaper layout literacies, among others, where they 
make arguments about left to right, top to bottom, etc. and how they signify order, logic, 
importance, and truths to Western audiences.  
Beyond rhetoric and communication, the field of composition studies brought 
longstanding multimodal composition arguments into mainstream composition roughly a 
decade ago that used to be in the background. During her 2004 College in Composition & 
Communication Chair’s address, Kathleen Yancey called for the field of composition 
studies to embrace “composition in a different key,” voicing a history of public writing 
and digital expression used as means for building arguments beyond the written word. In 
addition to the first journals that have been around since the mid-nineties like Kairos, 
new multimodal venues are gaining acceptance. Because their visual heavy mode of 
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scholarship is not always accepted as legitimate publication venues by many tenure, 
promotion, and hiring committees, many current and potential digital humanities scholars 
have been slow to develop multimodal research skills.  
As a consequence of such institutional disincentivizing, large-scale analytics 
examined through a humanities viewpoint remains understudied. For instance, liberal arts 
scholars have not invested enough attention on large-scale collaborative deliberation and 
how to build effective feedback loops amongst stakeholders to support a breadth of 
voices building robust conversation with one another. We’re also insufficiently clear on 
how to effectively study new argumentative styles and composition that has been made 
possible because of new technology. As one example, one of the case studies below, 
OpenParliament.ca, has pulled thousands of phrases stated by Members of Parliament 
that fit the haiku form and has created poems from this data. But besides recognizing the 
Human Computer Interaction (HCI) operating to create this political art and epideictic 
rhetoric, we have not established norms for studying this kind of information.  
Understanding how to meaningfully listen and work in the HCI space is 
important, largely because of the way identity politics issues are handled by these large-
scale civic platforms. In particular, it is the insidiousness of identity politics in many 
forms of large-scale that make meaningful large-scale composition difficult, and that 
insidiousness is troubled further by how understudied identity politics is in the large-scale 
data literature. For instance, the ideology-free zone thinking made famous by an old MCI 
commercial, “there is no race/class/gender in digital spaces, “just minds,” cited as a 
problematic belief in a number of digital humanities research articles, has been shown to 
be deeply empirically inaccurate. Just one example comes from a study finding Internet 
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Relay Chat bots represented as male received an average of 3.7 “malicious messages” per 
day whereas bots represented as female received 100 (Meyer & Cukier 4). The power 
behind identity politics categorization is a sturdy entrance point for liberal arts 
collaborators to make impactful changes these civic platforms. 
Methods gap  
Looking specifically at large-scale’s relationship to the discipline of composition & 
rhetoric, there are a number of people studying in the area of human computer 
interaction, though not in the specific area of large-scale civic listening. Liza Potts and 
other Michigan State University researchers have used large-scale digital ethnographic 
methods, for example, Potts has focused on social media responses to disasters. Programs 
in Florida are using “big data” methods to develop grading metrics for writing evaluation 
and ran a workshop about these practices at the 2015 national Conference on College 
Composition & Communication. Beyond grading, computational linguists like Elijah 
Mayfield have developed software to provide writing feedback to writing students in 
place of human feedback. Mayfield participates in the discipline via the Writing Program 
Administrators listserv, and many listserv members have voiced problems his practice of 
using algorithms to respond to writing for student development purposes. Field leaders 
like Les Perelman have written open critiques on the WPA-L while acknowledging the 
reality of such software in strained institutions and writing programs, in addition to 
expecting the increased use of such software in the future regardless of its problems or 
level of efficacy.  
More broadly, the 2015 book, Rhetoric and the Digital Humanities, begins to talk 
about computational rhetorics and their positionality in the discipline. Pedagogy-focused 
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“Computers and Writing” is developing a relationship to the Digital Humanities 
movement. Scholarship on digital rhetorics and internet research continue to become 
more mainstream in traditional journals and conferences. These events are occurring 
alongside a shift in organizations like HASTAC (the Humanities, Arts, Science, and 
Technology Alliance and Collaboratory), and in laboratories in the media part of our 
discipline like MIT’s Media lab—illustrative a kind of productive rhetoric that “disturbs 
the present and creates the future” (Atwill 119) by building socially and politically 
relevant rhetorics using available means beyond traditional primary text analysis.  
In the 2015 book, Rhetoric and the Digital Humanities, Elizabeth Losh takes up the 
problem of large-scale analytics that is fundamental to the civic platforms on which my 
work is focused: 
Experts in artificial intelligence acknowledge that current algorithms often fail at 
the simplest human tasks of recognition that could be easily completed by a child 
. . . Furthermore, enthusiastic hyperbole about our nascent abilities to collect 
information about data at this scale may mask the technical difficulties of creating 
interpretive frameworks in the humanities with which to analyze and synthesize 
very large quantities of cultural information. Not only do academic departments in 
literature, history, philosophy, and visual studies have relatively few resources in 
comparison to intelligence agencies, targeted marketers, and corporations policing 
copyright, but cultural computation of this sort also emphasizes calculation rather 
than communication and an instrumental approach to objects of study. (Losh 
2015). 
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Indeed, we have few liberal arts methods to engage usefully with large-scale as 
communication and large-scale as liberal arts instrument. Benjamin Miller’s data on 
composition and rhetoric in particular show that from 2711 dissertation abstracts in the 
field, the most frequently used to the least frequently used methods were: 
philosophical/theoretical, critical/hermeneutical, historical/archival, rhetorical-analytical, 
clinical/case study, ethnographic, discourse/text analytical, practitioner/teacher research, 
model-building, interview/focus group, other, experimental/quasi-experimental, survey, 
meta-analytical/discipliniographic, poetic/fictive/craft-based. Problematically, the scope 
of these methods are almost never large-scale, which is why it’s worth articulating a firm 
place from which we can build robust methods. 
In an effort increase the care and rigor of large-scale civic spaces online, I urge 
rhetoricians, compositionists, liberal arts scholars, and data compositionists broadly 
understood to consider adapting the principles of good composition developed by the 
national organization known as College Composition & Communication when working 
with civic data. Specifically, I’ve drawn case studies from four differently situated large-
scale civic platforms so as to highlight the primary concerns of each composition 
standpoint. The four case studies have been selected to fit into Kevin Desouza & Akshay 
Bhagwatwar’s categories on technology enabled participatory platforms where the topic 
(citizen centric or government centric) and source of information (citizen sourced or 
government sourced) vary: 
Table 5: Four Participatory Platforms 
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Platform 
Organizers/Funders 
Source of Information Case Study 
Citizens Citizen Sourced Data Public discussions on 
water issues using 
Facebook 
Citizens Government Sourced 
Data 
GovTrack.us and 
OpenParliament.ca 
websites 
Government Citizen Sourced Data Performance.gov 
Government  Citizen-Developed 
Solutions 
OpenNorth.ca 
(businesses contracted 
by governments) 
 
Desouza & Bhagwatwar’s efforts are practical, engaging with government 
audiences who must operate within tight resource constraints. My work departs from 
their focus by highlighting a “best practices” conversation on large-scale civic data 
composition and listening before any sacrifices in quality are introduced as a means of 
working with limited resources. My primarily focus is on the listening part of deliberating 
about publicly shared resources and shared futures, better known in these scholarly 
circles as deliberative rhetoric. But I also want to make space in this conversation for all 
kinds of civic rhetorics, including epideictic rhetorics, or public displays of praise and 
grief, among others. The categories I’ve used below are not meant to be exhaustive, but 
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rather a meaningful starting point for composing large-scale civic information exchanges 
that support civic listening and give more voice to more members of the community.  
 One of the topoi I highlight in the case studies is the concept of time and its 
relationship to visual information projections. Nowcasting, futurecasting, and 
retrocasting information projections are often circulated through discourses of statistical 
arhetoricity and they are at the root of the predictive analytics practices already in use by 
local police forces and in the early development stages of other public sectors like 
education. Though I do not have access to internal-facing platforms like CompStat, by 
focusing on the rhetoricity of the retrocast (historical data visualization), nowcast 
(depending on context, nowcasts stream in real-time or represent current phases of 
longer-term projects), and futurecast (predictive analytics visualizations) in my public-
facing platforms, I highlight best composition practices and urge liberal arts scholars to 
work collaboratively with others to reason through large-scale public issues. Such work 
will help support better civic dialogues by highlighting the always, already rhetorical 
nature of analytical reasoning in concrete, practical ways. 
Building on what we have, I turn to College of Composition & Communication’s 
principles on good writing. Most of this is verbatim from CCC. However, I’ve made two 
adaptations: 
1. I’ve replaced most uses of “writers” with various forms of “compositionists” to fit 
the spirit of the claim. 
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2. I’ve used square brackets to adapt the teacher-student discourse into a broader 
discourse on good principles while working with divergent knowledge 
communities. 
Table 6: Adaptation of College of Composition & Communication Principles into 
Principles for Composing Decision Dashboards  
Decision 
Dashboard 
Principle  
Principle in One 
Sentence  
Complete Adapted CCC Explanation 
Rhetorical 
practice 
 
Sound large-scale 
composition methods 
emphasize the 
rhetorical nature of 
publics and all their 
data—existing or 
silent. 
 
To be rhetorically sensitive, good large-scale 
compositionists must be flexible. They 
should be able to pursue their purposes by 
consciously adapting their composition both 
to the contexts in which it will be read and to 
the expectations, knowledge, experiences, 
values, and beliefs of their readers. They 
also must understand how to take advantage 
of the opportunities with which they are 
presented and to address the constraints they 
encounter as they compose. 
Real audience 
focus 
Sound large-scale 
composition methods 
Large-scale compositionists grow by 
envisioning and learning to write for a 
variety of audiences. These include 
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 consider the needs of 
real audiences. 
 
audiences in different knowledge 
communities . . . In practice, this means that 
large-scale compositionists develop 
heightened sensitivities to the needs of a 
range of audiences . . .   
 
Process is a 
social act  
 
Sound large-scale 
composition methods 
recognize composition 
as a social act. 
 
With rare exceptions, composition is a social 
act . . . Large-scale compositionists learn the 
many ways in which composition is a social 
activity, considering audiences and contexts 
for reception and potentially working with 
other compositionists as they compose. . . 
[Good learning principles provide] 
compositionists with opportunities for 
collaboration, including (but not limited to) 
collaborative planning, drafting, reviewing, 
revising, and editing. 
 
Genre 
pluralities 
Sound large-scale 
composition methods 
practice many genres 
Genres are distinguished by multimodal 
composition, design conventions, and 
functions within specific contexts. Over 
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 and foster a culture 
that makes space for 
kinds of analysis. 
 
time, genres typically evolve to meet the 
changing demands of those contexts. Some 
genres eventually stabilize and undergo 
relatively little change over time. However, 
the majority continue to adapt to changes in 
the purposes for which they are used, the 
readers to whom they are addressed, the 
sources they use, and the contexts in which 
they are written and read. . . . [Good learning 
practices] realize that different genres are 
appropriate for different purposes, and that 
many genres change over time. 
[Good learning practices make space for] 
opportunities to analyze genre conventions . 
. . This includes attention to textual 
conventions such as organization, register, 
style, and the use of evidence. It also 
includes attention to visual design principles 
and visual rhetorics. Most important, it 
should help [researchers] understand why 
genres emerge and how they function within 
particular contexts. 
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Iterative & 
complex 
 
Sound large-scale 
composition methods 
recognize composition 
processes as iterative 
and complex. 
 
Writing, like thinking, takes shape over time. 
Writers need time and feedback as they 
develop successful processes for analyzing 
audience expectations, creating ideas, 
conducting research, generating text, and 
revising and editing. Writing processes are 
iterative; writers receive feedback on 
multiple drafts to create successful 
texts. [Good learning principles] emphasize 
the iterative nature of writing by providing 
opportunities [for learners] to develop 
processes for brainstorming, drafting, 
revising, and editing. This includes 
incorporating opportunities for reflection and 
fostering the development of metacognitive 
abilities that are critical for writing 
development. It also includes explicit 
attention to interactions between 
metacognitive awareness and writing 
activity. 
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Feedback 
pluralities 
 
Sound large-scale 
composition methods 
depend upon frequent, 
timely, and context-
specific feedback to 
researchers from a 
large number of 
people who have lived 
different subject 
positions. 
 
Writers grow through supportive, specific 
feedback from experienced [data subject 
positions] who have experience [living this 
identity politics] and who provide responses 
tailored to the specific writing project and to 
the individual writer’s needs. [Data subject 
positions] need to be provided time, space 
and tools to facilitate effective feedback to 
[dashboard designers]. In practice, this 
means that writers learn that feedback can be 
used to inform writing development over 
time. 
Process-
technology 
relatedness 
 
Sound large-scale 
composition methods 
emphasize 
relationships between 
composition and 
technologies. 
 
As a system that supports communication 
across time and distance, writing is 
inherently technological. As tools available 
to writers have become more powerful and 
more sophisticated, [sound learning 
principles include ] . . . Learn[ing] about the 
potential that various technologies have for 
the production, consumption, and 
distribution of forms of composed 
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knowledge. This includes writing, but also 
includes the composition of other types of 
texts (i.e., videos, podcasts, etc.). It also 
means that writers learn about the values 
associated with different technologies that 
can be used for that composition. 
 
Ontological 
pluralities 
 
Sound large-scale 
composition methods 
support learning, 
engagement, and 
critical thinking in 
ontologies across all 
publics. 
 
[Good learning principles] emphasize that 
composition development is continuous and 
supports learning, engagement, and critical 
thinking by . . . Engag[ing] with information, 
ideas, and arguments . . .  
 
 
The Composition of Large-Scale Data: The Need to Move from Aristotleian to 
Isocratean Analysis 
 Aristotle’s influence on the study of rhetoric cannot be overstated as he helped us 
order and impose meaning on our work, yet for all his contributions, he’s been well 
critiqued for his reliance on neat and discrete categories at the expense of a perhaps more 
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accurate and authentic, if disorderly, engagement with reality. His contributions do tend 
to overshadow the usefulness of other ancient thinkers, such as Isocrates, who might have 
lacked Aristotle’s clarity of categorization, but who offered a genuine attempt to fully 
account for his objects of study even if that meant a more confusing, contradictory 
episteme. Ekaterina Haskins’ book, Logos and Power in Isocrates and Aristotle, offers a 
rich analysis of the differences between Aristotleian and Isocratean rhetorical worlds. 
Citing Aristotle’s “privileging of seeing” (23) in his scientific epistemology in 
Metaphysics, she invites readers to consider a problem with some of his reasoning:  
A problem with this account emerges, however, if we take into consideration 
Aristotle’s expressed commitment to phainomena and endoxa, appearances and 
received opinions, which he seems to integrate into investigation of any subject 
matter, including the art of rhetoric. Indeed, many scholars make so much of his 
method of inquiry that Aristotle might not seem too different from Isocrates. In 
spite of his attention to appearances and opinions, however, Aristotle atomizes 
and reassembles bits of “popular wisdom” contained in endoxa to shape a system 
that is intended to minimize, if not exclude, contradiction or conflict. Yet in 
rhetoric Aristotle confronts a formidably unstable object of inquiry from his point 
of view, and he therefore strives to neutralize it by forging a protective membrane 
between propositional content and the performative force of rhetorical utterances 
(23). 
In practice, large-scale can act as a signal/noise separator, or what Losh calls an 
“event detection” model, sharpening the points of discussion. Large-scale signal-noise 
discourse speaks to the rhetorician’s interest in selection and deflection. From these 
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carefully selected places of shared identification, or “events,” we might be able to work 
together to unpack what is going on, fostering stronger civic discourse on a shared 
significant issue.  
Domain of Invention & Intervention: Citizens Listening to Citizen Generated Data 
To case study citizens working on citizen generated data (in this case, the data 
comes from informal civic discourse and civic participation occurring on publicly open 
social media groups), I bring in my team’s research studying a few Facebook user 
activity networks talking about water concerns.  Much like ethnography traditionally 
understood, we recognize that this data is always, already situated in particular 
communities with particular worldviews, values, expectations, and attitudes, and the data 
are in no way meant to be representative samples of the general population. Instead, they 
are meant to share demonstrated civic concerns and reflect them back to researchers and 
other interested citizens for purposes of usefully furthering the conversation. 
Figure 2: Comprehensive Facebook network of United Nations Water page activity 
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Figure 2’s dataset comes from every participant and every post on the Facebook 
community for United Nations water. This data is longitudinal, spanning several years. It 
is represented here in a visual argument of their community discourse activity. The large 
and small clusters identify conversational events. Every circle is a conversation and every 
dot is a Facebook user: the bottom right dots show weak post engagement, while the top 
left shows strong engagement (where conversations resonated with the group and sparked 
participation). By clicking through this visualized activity (note: action not available in 
the .docx), we can start to parse out which particular written, photo, and video content 
garnered the most attention by looking at the patterns of engagement from this water 
community.  
Further, metadata exists for much of this community activity, communicating 
demographics and other information. Because users can self-identity their gender across a 
number of options beyond simplistic gender binaries, their hometowns, current locations, 
political affiliations, education, etc. there remains the possibility of building rich large-
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scale data on the community members demographics and the demographic relationship to 
the ideas they’re advancing. Such information helps us recognize voices who are not 
adequately represented so that we can draw them in through other means. 
Deliberation Use-Case  
Significantly, this citizen generated data can be mobilized to strengthen 
discussions beyond the community of origin. For instance, after inserting the community 
of origin’s data into an interactive dashboard like Tableau (image below), we might share 
the first draft of the interactive platform with other water communities like a local 
freshwater organization, another water NGO like Charity Water, a conference of golf 
course users, a community of marine biologists, etc. This is where liberal arts experts 
shine: researchers, activists, governments, citizens, etc. might search the composed first 
draft of large-scale by words, slide time scales around to zoom in or out of the data, find 
“events” that stand out on their own, or look for correlations to subjects like “fracking,” 
“flood,” “hurricane,” changes in water policy, etc. To compose a strong civic platform 
takes revision, iteration, and feedback incorporation from various audiences. This 
feedback loop affords those communities the ability to have their own discussions and 
generate data that can be added to the next iteration of the dashboard or used as 
guideposts for listening and deliberation on a local water issue. 
Figure 3: Comprehensive data from every single New York Times Facebook post 
and comments 
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Kairos: A Means of Courting Large-Scale Civic Attention 
Employing Kairos as a means of courting civic attention is a gap in the research 
in large-scale data. Kairos, of course, means the appropriate moment or the right timing. 
Mainstream media sources like CBS, NBC, the aforementioned NYT, etc. ebb and flow 
their conversations in response to public events and public interest in those events. 
Computational methods allow us to decipher some rhythms in the mainstream media’s 
ebb and flow. The particular large-scale civic data below was built using the New York 
Times comment responses on Facebook before, during, and after Hurricane Sandy, which 
was a civic event occurring close to another civic event, namely, the United States federal 
elections. By looking at this large-scale media data retrospectively, we can retrocast how 
large-scale civic news coverage and public attention shifted according to the elections, 
hurricanes, and other news.  
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 As we can see from the before, during, and after large-scale data visualization, 
there is an argument to be made here about kairos. Researchers and activists alike can 
investigate how interested parties can best garner attention with their intended audiences 
in a buzzing world of mainstream, alternative, and social media. For instance, does civic 
interest in water correlate to the volume of environmental coverage in the media? There 
are so many theoretical and applied research questions we don’t have answers to in large-
scale civic data because most of the research has focused on its quantitative elements 
rather than its qualitative ones.  
Figures 4, 5, and 6: New York Times Facebook community activity before, during, and 
after Sandy9 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
9 Thank you to Arizona State University’s Decision Theater team of 2014-15, who 
graciously let me use our team’s graphics in chapter three of my dissertation. 
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We can also ask questions beyond kairos, like, how does United Nations’ water 
Facebook community differ from Water.org or CharityWater’s Facebook communities? 
How do digital large-scale spaces on water issues compare to small data on water issues 
captured from online ethnography? How do water communities on Facebook differ from 
water communities in non-Facebook social media spaces like Reddit? How do 
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environmental sites and blogs on water issues differ from the major social media 
conversations on water issues? How do ethnographic in-person discussions of water 
activists compare to digital ethnographic practices, for example, another Facebook group 
that’s political for a non-environmental reason, or an apolitical Facebook group e.g. rock 
climbers? We can’t know these things without adding more researchers in this 
conversation because the findings don’t have much meaning in isolation.  
Table 7: Citizens working on citizen generated data 
Principle Team Water Data 
Rhetorical 
practice 
 
Questions to ask: What are the cultural rules that govern this 
specific digital community? How does Facebook culture factor 
into what’s going on here? (For example: performance norms, 
unwritten rules, specialized discourses like “Likes” etc.) What 
kinds of ideas are these people trying to advance in this digital 
space, and how does that speak to the offline world’s practices? 
What do they take as assumed knowledge for this discussion, and 
why? What are their values and what drives their activity? What 
are their community’s specialized terms? How does this 
community relate to and differ from the larger water activism 
community? 
Real audience 
focus 
This community is made of people using real Facebook accounts. 
Their reputations are tied to their behaviors online here. Not only 
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 does the water community see what they post, but their own 
personal Facebook community can see, too.  
Questions to ask: How does this reality of having multiple 
audiences play into what’s going on in this community? How does 
this “one stop shop” element of using Facebook (using it for their 
family members and for discussions with strangers about water) 
factor into what’s happening? 
Process is a 
social act  
 
This data generation comes out of a set of social actions such as 
discursive volleys back and forth or other means of participation, 
like “Likes.” In the same vein, the best large-scale analysis 
practices here would include collaborative research entrance 
points, for example, by pairing the statistical reasoning with 
another method of the same community like ethnographic 
research. Such work could be compared both offline and online 
to have a more layered understanding of this civic activity.  
Questions to ask: How does this water community relate to the 
offline version of this organization? And how might members of 
this community who have participated in the social media space 
characterize themselves? Can they contribute their self-aware 
perspectives on what’s going on here through interviews? Let’s 
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have community members weigh in on this to add to the 
conversation alongside the large-scale quantitative reasoning.  
Genre 
pluralities 
 
Questions to ask: How do the community’s multimodal posting 
& comment conventions differ from other communities on 
Facebook? How does the community compare to another 
Facebook water community like Charitywater.org’s page? What 
about compared to a Facebook music community—are there 
textual conventions particular to the water communities on 
Facebook? Without genre context it’s hard to discern 
meaningfulness of their practices. 
Iterative & 
complex 
 
How does the community itself feel about the way a first draft of a 
large-scale analysis represents them? How might that change 
across time & events – for example, take a look at the NY Times 
before-during-after Networks to get a sense of the media cycle for 
a period of time. How do the community’s digital engagement 
practices relate to what’s going on in the media cycle? Do their 
posts change based on current events? Do they build on the 
attention of current events and draw in new people to build 
momentum for their own community?  
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Feedback 
pluralities 
 
Sound large-scale composition methods depend upon frequent, 
timely, and context-specific feedback to researchers from a large 
number of people who have lived different subject positions. 
How does the community being represented in the analysis feel 
about they way they’re being represented? How do qualitative 
experts feel about it? Quantitative experts?  
Process-
technology 
relatedness 
 
How do things like algorithms play into the large-scale 
conversation? For example, if algorithms decide which news 
makes it into someone’s news feed (meaning lots of people who 
Like the page may not see those posts if the organization isn’t 
paying for audience attention), how does that affect our 
understanding of class issues, of representativeness of voices, etc.? 
If this community had fewer resources to get started, would they 
be able to build enough inertia without paying for views? 
Ontological 
pluralities 
 
Who is pushing back on the composition and analysis to 
encourage debate and conversation about what’s happening in this 
domain? Are we making space for lots of different kinds of 
understanding? 
 
Domain of Invention & Intervention: Citizens Working on Government Data from 
an Activist Position 
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OpenParliament.ca’s front page tagline situates the tone of this domain of 
invention and intervention well: “This is not a government site. Not even sort of” (bold 
original). The Canadian site shown in Figure 6 below is full of government data built by 
volunteers. GovTrack.us, America’s more robust equivalent site, began as a “hobby” in 
2004 and is now a full Limited Liability Company (LLC) serving 7 million people. 
GovTrack.us has activist-supportive multimedia features like its “Call Congress” button 
directly embedded in each bill’s page. GovTrack has designed their organization to 
scaffold onto the already-existing governmental system for purposes of better interaction. 
Both OpenParliament.ca and GovTrack.us are both part of the government transparency 
movement and share data as openly and easily as possible. They establish standards, 
share software design, and offer civic services with other open government sites across 
the world. The international Popolo Project’s composition principles are:   
 Plan for imprecise and uncertain data 
 Make the models flexible  
 Reuse prior work unless it sacrifices consistency or clarity 
Looking at Canada’s Open Parliament site, data is retrocasted back to every word 
spoken in parliament since 1994 by using an archival set of data known as “Hansards.” 
There exists an inventiveness to the site’s composition of this large-scale data, where 
some of Open Parliament’s algorithms have been designed to create haikus from 
Hansards dating back to 1994—what they call “hankus.” What’s I have found most 
significant about this poetic turn, known in rhetoric as epideictic arguments, is how 
differently I read thoughts from parties whose politics I do not agree with when they’re 
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presented as hankus. The form of the artful display on the screen causes me to pause and 
reflect on their words in a way I likely would not have done as carefully if I were to have 
encountered the same words on the news next to their party logo. I’m interested in the 
ways that artful displays of political discourse might create better conversations across 
divisive lines.    
The banks have to change 
From thinking about how much 
Money they can make. 
Reform MP Deepak Obhrai; Nov 1998 
 
It needs to be heard 
And the soldiers need to know 
That we are listening 
Conservative MP Rob Anders; March 2008 
 
Globalization 
Is a new reality 
We have to deal with. 
Bloc Quebecois MP Paul Crete; December 2004 
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This coming debate 
Will measure our will to live 
Up to that sentence 
New Democratic Party MP Bill Siksay; October 2006 
 
Does the government 
Really think Canadian 
Women are stupid? 
Liberal MP Maria Minna; February 2008 
 
Farmers do not want 
Their livelihoods held hostage 
By an election. 
Alliance MP Cheryl Gallant; February 2004 
 
We know how I feel about it, but how do others react to this civic discourse presented in 
hanku form? Does audience reception vary by political party affiliation, gender, etc? 
Such information is worthy of study, as epideictic arguments selected by computer 
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algorithms from large-scale datasets of civic discourse has the potential to strengthen 
civic listening.  
Visual rhetoric: Listening through visual means  
On these citizen-run platforms of government data, visual rhetoric is being used on 
these public facing information dashboards to communicate information to citizens in 
efficient ways that help process complex and vast data. Further, visual arguments are able 
to richly infuse and frame context to help create visual stories of progression, 
deterioration, interest level, and how any particular individual piece relates to the whole. 
For example, as can be seen from Figure 9, GovTrack.us’ RSS feeds into my 
personalized digital reader to stream information about D-AZ9 Rep. Sinema. For every 
action of hers in congress, I receive a yea/nay notification next to the bill title, as well as 
visual rhetoric of blue, red, and shaded out (non-participatory) dots of congress people 
shaped in the same formation as the voting floor itself.  
There’s also the visual rhetoric of topic use across time, as the search term “water” 
inserted into Open Parliament shows the peaks and valleys of it being a topic of 
discussion in Canadian parliament since 1994 (this line of peaks and valleys is actually an 
interactive data display that users can adjust for their needs). There’s visual rhetoric in 
the telos of progress from a bill’s introduction on 8 Jan 2015, which will be adjusted 
accordingly in time. All of these visual elements build stories that are more easily 
digested than written text.  
Figure 7: Screenshot of OpenParliament.ca’s searchable, time-sliding water search 
hits with orange lined graph representing water data in parliament from 1994 to 
present 
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Figure 8: Screenshot of GovTrack.us’s widget with Water Bill S. 133 used as example  
 
Figure 9: Screenshot of GovTrack.us’s “Track” feature, “Call Congress” button, 
and visual status updates 
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Figure 10: Screenshot of RSS reader streaming in GovTrack.us’s tailored results 
(with D-AZ9’s Kyrsten Sinema as congressional activity example). Note the visual 
rhetoric of blue/red; visual rhetoric of votes/abstained. 
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Table 8: Citizens working on government data from an activist position 
Principle   
Rhetorical 
practice 
 
This is a pathway toward civic discourse that was recently 
imagined and invented. It builds on earlier practices like 
newspaper reporting and turns it 21st century large-scale style. 
What is going on in this space? It’s so recent there are few 
analyses, and those that exist are largely from public 
administration or similar areas. What’s the liberal arts take here? 
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Real audience 
focus 
 
How can visual rhetoricians make information access easier for 
nonexpert audiences? How does this domain play out in relation to 
the two kinds of audiences? The human audience and 2.) The 
computer audience – the software designed to interface with this 
data and build on open data sharing practices. 
Process is a 
social act  
 
OpenParliament.ca is offered as a free public service by a citizen 
donating his expertise and free time, which is similar to how 
GovTrack.us started. OpenParliament.ca’s owner invites ideas, 
feedback, collaboration using his data streams, etc. He’s got drafts 
of test projects at various stages and is collaborating with data 
streams and providers. He’s open to more collaboration.  
Question to ask: How do these places speak to the sociality of 
composing this large-scale dashboard?  
Genre 
pluralities 
 
OpenParliament.ca is organized into three 
categories they have named “Words, 
Laws, More.” Each category has their 
own collection of sub-genres, some of 
which represent genres in practice like 
political debates or parliamentary question 
periods.  
“Laws:” 
bills e.g.#310 C-603 
votes 
“More:” 
Developer APIs 
Other developer data 
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Question to ask: What’s going on with 
each genre here, and how does that speak 
to what kind of civic discourse can occur? 
“Words:” 
 debates 
 committees 
 province 
 search terms 
 alerts 
 Members of Parliament 
Labs experimentals 
like haikus. 
Iterative & 
complex 
 
There’s a loop between parliamentary proceedings and what 
comes out of the site. “The Laboratory” page at 
openparliament.ca/labs/ illustrates how everything is an 
experiment, where tech can meet political discourse and form art. 
Question to ask: How does this made space for new knowledge, 
and what other kinds of questions can we ask? 
Feedback 
pluralities 
 
OpenParliament.ca invites feedback from all kinds – I can imagine 
that he receives feedback from politicians, citizens, graphic 
designers, computer programmers, etc. There are content 
opportunities for feedback and opportunities for process feedback. 
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Question to ask: How should we as liberal arts scholars weigh in 
more productively? 
Process-
technology 
relatedness 
 
Features like email alerts, designed to bring interested parties back 
into the large-scale conversation based on their points of interest, 
or APIs designed to interface with other parts of the internet, 
generate opportunities to keep a civic dialogue going just a little 
longer and further. Question to ask: Do we want maximum 
engagement, or just maximum opportunity for engagement? And 
how does that answer change the way we relate to the methods of 
composition and analysis? 
Ontological 
pluralities 
 
Rhetorical style: 
New haikus that present 
artfulness of algorithms 
cause pause across 
ideological divides when 
presented in poem style.  
Technical v. linguistic v. 
visualization: 
Question to ask: What are 
all the ontologies at play 
Voices from Canadian 
Parties since 1994 
 Alliance,  
 Bloc Québecois,  
 Conservatives,  
 Forces et 
Démocratie, 
 Green,  
 Independent,  
 Liberals,  
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right now in open 
government activism, and 
how are people employing 
them in this “not-
government” domain? 
 New Democratic 
Party,  
 Progressive 
Conservatives,  
 Reform 
 
Domain of Invention & Intervention: Reinventing government engagement with 
citizens 
Government innovation for citizen engagement is underway and new projects are 
being put forth to draw more citizens and other stakeholders in the civic deliberation 
process at local, regional, and national scales. Figures 10, 11, 12, and 13 show what the 
current iteration of one the biggest federal projects in America looks like. Largely, the 
data are incredibly measurable and numerical because quantitative information is much 
easier to compose into large-scale form and communicate to stakeholders through 
aggregation. Dashboards like Performance.gov retrocasting, nowcasting, and 
futurecasting measurable data are a productive starting point, but there are ways to frame 
sociopolitical issues that need the attention of liberal arts experts (such as we saw 
previously with the Tableau dashboard of the New York Times Facebook commentary). 
Ultimately, these dashboards are best used to facilitate conversations in person, to 
provide detailed support for community proposals, and to understand how to vote 
according to one’s priorities, among other use-cases. 
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 Figure 15: Example modeling possible use-cases 
Figure 11: Pre-visualized Data 
(general trends) from 
Performance.gov.
Figure 12: 7 000 projects (each with a 
few dozen variables) to sub-select 
from and visualize. Note that users 
may also download the open access 
data.
Figure 13: Early screenshot of time-
based spending changes (see X-axis' 
play button).
Figure 14: Later screenshot of the 
same time-based spending changes 
(see X-axis' play button).
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The Listening Practice Necessary for Computational Linguistics 
I’ve mentioned earlier how narratives about “impartial,” “bias-free” large-scale 
work cause concern amongst many academics and some practitioners. A related and less 
talked about concern is how sociolinguistic privilege influences the composition and 
analysis of language-based large-scale data. Sociolinguist James Paul Gee has shown 
how linguistic privilege based in class, race, etc., is selected for and recognized even in 
public institutions. This recognition affords more social and political power to the already 
privileged, which compounds over time.  
Though it has a long lineage, large-scale computational linguistics is still a 
nascent field and therefore we don’t know much on how large-scale civic concerns will 
interact with these methods of analysis. One relevant liberal arts study that has emerged 
was performed by James Pennebaker. Pennebaker used computational linguistics to show 
Federal 
Government 
sites 
(data.gov, IT 
Dashboard, 
etc.)
Location-based 
Communities (e.g. 
Phoenix metro or 
state of New York)
Interest-based 
Communities (e.g. 
cyclist advocates for 
better road systems) 
Tech-savvy Counter-
analysts & non-
governmental 
creators of allied data 
(e.g. GovTrack.us, 
openparliament.ca, 
etc.)
cross-departmental 
collaboration & 
communication
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how individuals in a subordinate position (socially, institutionally, or otherwise) use 
pronouns more frequently when they interact with someone who already has power. 
Future work needs to focus on how large-scale civic data teases apart information on 
citizen access to resources and government distribution issues.  
Table 9: Reinventing government engagement with citizens 
Principle   
Rhetorical 
practice 
 
The government is in a position to facilitate better discourse 
about how to invest public resources. In time, we should be able 
to move from a platform supporting the most visible and 
measurable issues and broaden the discussion to less visible but 
equally concerning issues. Question to ask: What, specifically, 
does this rhetorical space look like? We should unpack it as 
rhetoricians and analyze the power dynamics at play while 
governments begin to build futurecasting and dashboarding 
platforms. 
Real audience 
focus 
 
1. The public  
2. Departments – facilitating better cooperation and 
collaboration across communities and stakeholders. 
3. Across nations – the civic data community. 
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Question to ask: How do each of these audiences view these 
dashboards? What are the different perspectives from the public, 
the departments, the civic data community, etc?  
Process is a 
social act  
 
The old process was primarily a bureaucratic act. This builds a 
pathway for all interested parties to dialogue about the concerns 
in a manner which supports informed dialogue. Questions to 
ask: How can we bring in more liberal arts voices into the 
composition process? What does composition theory have to say 
about this space, especially considering it’s coming from the 
government? 
Genre 
pluralities 
 
There are Interactive Visual rhetorical arguments going on 
here. What does the visual rhetoric community have to say about 
all of this? What do technical rhetoricians feel is working, and not 
working, and why? Are CSV or XML data format and ATOM 
subscription streaming the right genre through which to share this 
information? 
Iterative & 
complex 
 
Partner sites listed: USASpending.gov, CIO.gov, 
Performance.gov As these government and government related 
initiatives take shape, how do they highlight gaps in our civic 
discourse? How do these representations reinscribe power 
dynamics instead of provide room for alternatives? 
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Feedback 
pluralities 
 
They’ll adapt their site abilities over time, incorporating user 
feedback. Also, the content itself is designed to be a feedback 
system, where public sector workers and the tax paying public are 
supposed to use the dashboard to support their own decisions 
about public resource use. 
Process-
technology 
relatedness 
 
Exhibit 53 Dataset using OMB guidance; Exhibit 300 Dataset 
using OMB Guidance. Building alongside the government system 
more broadly. Questions to ask: Do we want to encourage the 
federal government to build on top of the old platform? Do we 
want to encourage the government to start from scratch and focus 
on best practices in a new era? 
Ontological 
pluralities 
 
Right now there are a lot of quantitative metrics, specifically 
finance-based metrics. In time, linguistic data will presumably 
flourish on the site. That will become even more fraught with 
possibility for hegemonic use of large-scale especially as 
algorithms are put to use. At the same time, more linguistic data 
also provides the opportunity for a variety of ontologies. 
Questions to ask: How are we as liberal arts scholars critiquing 
this space? What are our biggest concerns, and how are we 
voicing them in ways that are likely to effect the change we 
desire? 
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Domain of Invention & Intervention: Citizens Working on Government Data from a 
Capitalist Position 
Not all civic work needs to be performed by government employees or by citizens 
volunteering their time. Working from a capitalist position, OpenNorth.ca is a Canadian 
non-profit organization for hire by all levels government to better meet their public 
service information technology needs. In particular, they excel with open access work for 
citizen engagement and understanding. Open North shares much of their code freely in 
places like GitHub, a place where code forking (code adaptations/creating new pathways 
on top of their iterations) and feedback is encouraged and built into the site. As a 
Canadian non-profit, they participate in the Popolo International project where open 
government data specifications are agreed upon for quality purposes as well as interaction 
across borders.  
User Experience Design: Drawing in Audiences and Addressing Their Needs 
Technical communications scholars have been studying user experience design for 
decades. Most recently, Liza Potts has made a key argument that speaks to large-scale 
civic platforms research. Potts contends, “by realigning project teams across disciplines 
to build user-centered experiences, we can have a huge impact on how these systems are 
received by their audiences” (Potts, Loc 4751 of 6987 or 65%). Technical 
communications scholars focused on user experience design, or what Potts calls, 
“experience architects,” can work alongside visual rhetoric scholars to build more 
engaging dashboards of past, present and future data that works to support the 
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movement of ideas across communities. Relevant applications include helping citizens 
make more informed votes, letting citizens participate in the decisions of how 
government allocates their budget, and taking up specific public issues, among many 
others. 
Table 10: Citizens working on government data from a capitalist position 
Principle   
Rhetorical 
practice 
 
Questions to ask: How are people forming non-profits or 
businesses that respond to an exigency in the marketplace? How 
do the different models of democracy and capitalism relate to one 
another as organizations try to respond to both? What gets hidden 
and how do liberal arts experts join this conversation? 
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Real audience 
focus 
 
Their users are people who want to engage more effectively with 
government and provide an easier means by which to do so. 
OpenNorth.ca operates as a non-profit organization to build that 
bridge more strongly, but they are also operating in the activist 
community by helping with the Popolo Project, a group working 
toward strong international standards for open government.  
Questions to ask: Given OpenNorth.ca’s blurry positionality, how 
are they reinventing the constitution of subjects in a technical-
heavy democracy? How do we feel about that as liberal arts 
scholars? How do technology savvy liberal arts researchers 
understand this space?  
Process is a 
social act  
 
GitHub account lists dozens of applications in open source format. 
They are written for both English and francais audiences. They are 
also collaborating with international community of those interested 
in building better open data for government.  
Question to ask: How can liberal arts experts collaborate? 
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Genre 
pluralities 
 
Data genre pluralities: Front end web access, back end software 
design, social media interactions. 
Organizational genre pluralities: sometimes it acts as a non-profit 
that supports employees, other times it supports unpaid volunteer 
work like openparliament.ca.   
Questions to ask: How does the shifting positionality of an 
organization like OpenNorth.ca speak to our democratic future and 
invite us to imagine how we can deliberate issues in ways that are 
neither dystopic nor utopic? 
Iterative & 
complex 
 
First drafts are later tailored to specific needs, and people are 
allowed to fork their work via the open access code on GitHub. 
Question to ask: How does the collaborative coding composition 
process fit into power relations between capitalism, free labour, 
and democratic service? What is going on in this space? 
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Feedback 
pluralities 
 
There are wrappers for managing API, extensions designed for 
specific cities (e.g. City of Surrey, British Columbia), election alert 
services given Canada’s far less rhythmic and scheduled election 
process, a budget simulator for governments, and open data 
research discussions more generally. Each one of these projects 
courts feedback from technical experts, policy experts, those 
interested in open democracy initiative from a political standpoint, 
etc.  
Questions to ask: How might technical rhetoricians offer 
feedback? Where are their gaps? What are they doing that is 
worthy of praise and attention from us as researchers? 
Process-
technology 
relatedness 
 
Many of the dashboard processes are designed to speak to already-
existing data sources. 
OpenNorth.ca are participating members in the Popolo Project, an 
international initiative to support open access data for purposes of 
stronger democracy.  
Questions to ask: How are their activist efforts speaking to issues 
in the relationship between composition practices and 
technologies, and how might compositionists help develop works 
like the Popolo Project? 
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Ontological 
pluralities 
 
They work “on the grid” of already existing processes. This 
process has embedded ontologies.  
Questions to ask: What are the already embedded ontologies, and 
how might they change? How can we also invent new pathways 
that others can follow that complement these ontological 
weaknesses to generate lots of different perspectives and a healthy 
debate? 
 
Conclusion 
Liberal arts experts need to work alongside technical practitioners when they are trying to 
listen to citizens. By illustrating a kind of civic listening, like the examples in this piece, 
humanities experts can make it easier for citizens to access civic voices and deliberate 
with their thoughts in mind.  Ultimately, the work ahead lies in inventing new ways to 
hear the world before trying to solve problems using technical means.  
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 Chapter Four: Government Discourse and Disaster Capitalism 
 
In this chapter I examine state and provincial published “strategic plans” 
documents. I analyze the discourse used to talk about their citizens, as well as their plans 
for listening to those citizens, particularly for listening to those citizens in moments of 
civic urgency. I make a data-driven case for why most American and Canadian 
government infrastructure is unprepared for digital listening to citizens as sources of 
information during disasters (natural or otherwise). Perhaps most significantly, I tie the 
lack of a substantive, modern plan for listening to citizens during disasters to Naomi 
Klein’s reports on the history of disaster capitalism. Governments need to move quicker 
than current disaster assessment (which can take weeks or months going door-to-door to 
capture information). I argue that Klein’s work provides the background framework that 
drives the moral need to create the kind of digital infrastructure I’ve been writing about in 
this dissertation. I offer a multi-method strategy that includes digital listening in addition 
to face-to-face listening.  
We know from recent historical evidence that citizens perform civic work online, 
breaking news like the emergency plane landing on New York’s Hudson River and 
documenting experiences during earthquakes, protests, floods, and many other civic 
situations. Sharing thoughts, feelings, photos, and videos from ground zeroes in real-time, 
these behaviours demonstrate kinds of ad-hoc publics. The natural occurrence of ad-hoc 
publics suggest there are realistic avenues for academics and policy makers to quickly 
mobilize the information of everyday citizens and take appropriate action. The 
information already populates digital spaces during disasters, it’s just left under-analyzed. 
Digital information from citizens is always undoubtedly incomplete and unrepresentative 
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of the disaster in its entirety, so digitally listening to citizens during crises should always 
be part of a larger, more holistic response response. However, since disasters it can take 
days, weeks, or months to assess citizens from the ground, it does not make sense to lack 
digital infrastructure. In terms of a strategy, I argue that we need to focus on 1) Using 
digitally mediated listening to create a feedback loop moving discussions that begin 
online into the broader offline community and back online again, and 2) we need to steer 
governments and other official work toward best practices that account for citizen 
identities and citizen power dynamics rather than the loudest or most easily accessed 
voices. Our strategy must be enacted and sharpened during minor “disasters” or 
challenges in order to be prepared for larger disasters.  
It’s necessary to take action now is because historical data shows when ordinary 
voices are left out of the conversation in favour of letting the experts handle the disaster, 
there is significant potential for long-term damage to public goods. Most sharply 
evidenced in Louisiana after Hurricane Katrina, New Orleans is one example from a long 
list of places reported by journalist Naomi Klein demonstrating how corporate interests 
can sabotage civic interests in what she terms, disaster capitalism. Disaster capitalism 
data holds across several nations and regions who have experienced a profound crisis. In 
a nutshell, what happens is local people are so caught up in immediate concerns that 
structural change is exercised by (usually non-local) corporate reach to favour corporate 
interests instead of the community’s interests. Klein writes: 
For more than three decades, Friedman and his powerful followers had been 
perfecting this very strategy: waiting for a major crisis, then selling off pieces of 
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the state to private players while citizens were still reeling from the shock, then 
quickly making the “reforms” permanent. . . He observed that “only a crisis—
actual or perceived—produces real change. When that crisis occurs, the actions 
that are taken depend on the ideas that are lying around. That, I believe, is our 
basic function: to develop alternatives to existing policies, to keep them alive and 
available until the politically impossible becomes politically inevitable”  
On the topic of listening to the public for such civic decisions, she goes on to use a 
plethora of historical data to argue: 
Since there is not even the veneer of seeking public consent to privatize such 
essential functions, either at home or abroad, escalating levels of violence and 
ever larger disasters are required in order to reach the goal. Yet because the 
decisive role played by shocks and crises has been so effectively purged from the 
official record of the rise of the free market, the extreme tactics on display in Iraq 
and New Orleans are often mistaken for the unique incompetence or cronyism of 
the Bush White House. In fact, Bush’s exploits merely represent the monstrously 
violent and creative culmination of a fifty-year campaign for total corporate 
liberation (Klein 23). 
I don’t mean to suggest that this is always the outcome. Rather, I am simply 
arguing that this is a legitimate pattern that has shown itself enough times to merit a 
defensive strategy. This chapter is about that strategy. 
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Listening for Corporate Discourse in State & Provincial Strategic Plans  
Last year, I ran a few dozen interviews with public sector Chief Information 
Officers in federal, state/provincial, and local governments in Canada and the USA for a 
project for Arizona State University’s Decision Theater. Nearly every Chief Information 
Officer I spoke with highlighted their desire to use technology to serve and listen to 
citizens—or, in what was often an interchangeable term in their words, their customers. 
This capitalist-centric discourse in a supposedly citizen-centered space is cause for 
deeper study. 
Of the three levels of government, the level of the Canadian province and 
American state seemed to have the largest gap between their stated intentions and their 
deep lack of activity, or even plans, to suggest what these citizen-listening practices 
might look like. Using some of the only data available to make an evidence-based 
argument for how things currently are in 2016, I’ve turned to state and provincial 
strategic technology plans which lay out intentions for the next 2 to 5 years.10 Roughly a 
third of these strategic plans are made available on the internet. Some were collected by 
phone calls, many confirmed via phone that they have no formal plan, and a few declined 
to share their documents.  
Using the documents, I performed a simple large-scale analysis of how often they 
used the term citizen vs customer. In more detail, I show how their language suggests the 
ways citizens are going to be listened to and offered any kind of roles in the near future. 
                                                          
10 Thirty American states provided plans, and New Brunswick was the only Canadian 
province or territory willing to share a plan, though it was designed for the technology 
business sector, not for government listening to citizen concerns. 
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Further, I used their strategic plans’ narration of roles to suggest how academics—
including rhetoricians--and even students—might step in to some of their gaps to listen to 
citizens on civic issues.  
Table 11: Balanced Between Customer & Citizen (meaning fewer than 10 instances of 
discursive difference) 
 
Balanced Between Customer & 
Citizen Discourse (meaning 
fewer than 10 instances of 
discursive difference) 
 
  Citizen Customer 
California 4 7 
Hawaii 57 48 
Maryland 8 5 
Minnesota 15 8 
Mississippi 15 27 
New 
Hampshire 
22 14 
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New York 19 27 
North 
Carolina 
47 75 
North 
Dakota 
6 7 
Pennsylvania 14 8 
South 
Carolina 
34 18 
Vermont 13 21 
 
Table 12: Citizen-heavy (meaning more than 10 instances of discursive difference) 
 
Citizen-heavy Discourse (meaning 
more than 10 instances of discursive 
difference) 
  Citizen Customer 
Arizona 16 2 
Arkansas 69 7 
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Delaware 26 6 
Montana 13 2 
Nebraska 17 4 
New Jersey 4 1 
New Mexico 13 6 
Texas 23 2 
Virginia 31 15 
  
Table 13: Customer-Heavy (meaning more than 10 instances of discursive difference) 
 
Customer-Heavy Discourse (meaning more 
than 10 instances of discursive difference) 
  Citizen Customer 
Colorado 2 29 
Florida 1 31 
Indiana 5 21 
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Massachusetts 1 3 
Nevada 3 6 
South Dakota 3 10 
Utah 3 6 
West Virginia 2 24 
Wisconsin 6 20 
 
How are provincial and state governments listening to citizens?  
One of the challenges of effectively listening online for purposes of understanding 
a citizenry in crisis is the false assumption of the online world representing the offline 
world. The error in reasoning is excusable, as traditional civic discussions practice 
representativeness in a way that means one person one vote. Because online spaces are 
not demographically representative of offline spaces, digital researchers are limited in the 
ways they can make fair claims about the broader offline communities affected by the 
disasters. The argument that representation needs to be a central feature of this civic 
process is true, but it can look differently than one person one vote.  
At the core of one person one vote is the idea of a singular capture of public 
sentiment. However, if we iterate the process by starting in the digital realm and using 
that as information to target face-to-face ground work, things begin to look different. For 
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example, current events like access to potable drinking water in remote areas of Manitoba 
or in the urban area of Flint, Michigan is currently being discussed online. By capturing 
the online discourse using geo-located information (like geo-located tweets or Facebook 
accounts from people who have set their current home as the location of the civic crisis) 
we can get a quick-and-dirty capture of what’s going on digitally in a few hours’ time. 
Then, knowing how socioeconomic class, age, and other demographic features affect 
online engagement, we can direct on-the-ground resources to people and places where 
information is most likely to be lacking. These are only starting points of a deeply 
iterative process that uses multiple avenues of information to lift up citizen voices and 
make sure people are heard. Liza Potts’ analysis of social media during multiple natural 
disasters found that people lean on the familiar in urgent and uncertain times, meaning 
specialized sites set up by aid workers are left dormant in favour of places like Twitter 
and Facebook (481/3925). We know where ad-hoc publics are going to gather online and 
we are beginning to trace the social practices that are likely to sustain and develop further 
as these platforms and practices mature.  
How can academics--especially rhetoricians—collaborate to support stronger civic 
work? 
In my experience interviewing practitioners in government, a large number of 
public sector workers see “customers” and “citizens” as interchangeable roles. As 
academics, however, we know that is not the case. How public sector workers enact their 
civic or capitalistic discourse has a profound influence on how a government engages 
with their public. Other language choices are similarly consequential, like Kenneth 
Burke’s famous selection and deflection practices that highlight some concerns while 
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obscuring others. The issue gets a little more complex when we consider engaging 
citizens in corporate social media spaces. Due to the familiarity of social media, these 
spaces are where the evidence consistently shows public voices gather in times of crisis. 
For critically aware governments, such issues create a push-pull effect that academics 
study under the umbrella of critical data studies (CDS).  
As evidenced by the diversity of citizen vs. customer discourse data across state 
and provincial strategic plans, I argue this professional development is still in the early 
stages and has not yet established norms. The lack of such norms is important because of 
its kairos, or opportune moment creating space for the action of astute rhetors. This 
opportune situation leaves room for best civic listening practices to be formed in the next 
couple of years. It provides an available means for academics to collaborate and design 
strong ways to use technology to assist governments with their efforts in listening to 
citizen voices.   
Encouragingly, there are several states using mostly citizen discourse, or citizen 
discourse roughly equal to customer discourse. Such data suggests many states are open 
to getting better at digital civic work. These are good working conditions for rhetoricians 
looking to establish partnerships with local government.  
We might ask, where are our efforts most actionable, realistic, and worth our 
limited resources to invest in this space? I see four spaces that fit these criteria. 
1) Bring awareness It’s likely that there are many public sector workers who are 
focused on other legitimate parts of their job and not paying attention to their 
citizen-customer discursive choices. It’s likely many are simply following the 
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actions of those around them without considering the repercussions of those 
linguistic choices.  
2) Influence Strategic Plans Most governments I spoke to made strategic plans 
for the next three to five years. These information technology plans are often 
made by people trained in technology and management, not civics. Academics 
can encourage government employees to design information flows that 
effectively take in the thoughts, feelings and experiences from their citizens. 
3) Create a conversation about government social media practices These 
social practices are still very young. Some might argue the platforms are just 
hitting their figurative adolescence and finding themselves. Rhetoricians and 
other academics can mentor governments through their practices on the 
maturing platform. Such efforts are valuable for talking through public works 
and listening to citizens, especially when compared to the few and far between 
public surveys before social media. 
4) Help them practice listening to the public during lower-level crises When 
necessary, the government now has the technical capacity to quickly listen to 
their citizenry in order to grasp what is happening to them. By practicing how 
to listening to publics during small “crises,” the government will be in a better 
position to listen during significant ones.   
 Case Study: Hawaii’s double hurricane touchdown as One Practice Dataset 
To concretely make this argument, I’ve got a dataset of half a million tweets from 
2014, when Hawaii’s state primary elections ran the same weekend as the first hurricane 
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touchdown in many years. (In fact, two hurricanes touched down!)  Luckily, there were 
no safety issues and this dataset functions best as a practice dataset rather than a real-time 
crisis. However, if it had been a stronger hurricane, this is exactly the kind of data that 
may help avoid Naomi Klein’s analysis of the kind of exploitation that often happens to 
public structural systems during true crises while the people are focused on immediate 
needs and cannot attend to issues that are not immediately pressing.  
Like most other states and provinces (aside from a few like Arkansas), Hawaii has 
no formal plan for how to digitally lift citizen voices and listen to citizens in their 
governing. If you look at Hawaii’s State Strategic Plan organizing their work for the next 
few years, you can see they use a rough balance of citizen and customer discourse.  
Table 14: Hawaii’s Citizen-to-Customer Discourse 
 Citizen Discourse Customer Discourse 
Hawaii 57 48 
 
It is relevant here to point out that Hawaii’s first Chief Information Officer was not 
established until 2011 (Strategic IT plan p. 4). Hawaii is a prime example of how most 
levels and locations of government are simply not far enough along in their digital 
information systems planning to have given much thought to digitally listening to 
citizens. In their own words from the plan, they write of their current efforts, “As OMIT 
looks ahead, its key priority will remain modernizing IT within the State to enable 
Hawai’i to become a leading digital state.” What that modernizing looks like for citizens 
still has much to be determined. Rhetoricians should be contacting their states and 
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provinces to offer their services in order to collaborate on efforts to listen to the public for 
the greater public good. A lot of this rhetorical work falls under the category of “user 
experience design,” and I contend it must be an iterative process that goes back-and-forth 
with public officials and everyday citizens who listen, interpret, and respond to the 
conversation to build it up collectively. Technical communications scholars have been 
studying user experience design for decades. Recently, Liza Potts has made a key 
argument that speaks to large-scale civic platforms research. Potts contends, “by 
realigning project teams across disciplines to build user-centered experiences, we can 
have a huge impact on how these systems are received by their audiences” (Potts, Loc. 
4751 of 6987 or 65%). More generally, technical communications scholars focused on 
user experience design, or what Potts calls, “experience architects,” can work alongside 
public officials to build more engaging dashboards of past, present and future data that 
works to support the movement of ideas across sub-community boundaries. Other more 
broadly relevant applications include helping citizens make more informed votes, letting 
citizens participate in the decisions of how government allocates their budget, and taking 
up specific public issues, among many others. 
Unfortunately, citizens in urgent circumstances are not a currently designed 
business case. Potts has talked about issues that revolve around individual ends of what 
happens to citizens during emergencies, like an increased likelihood of people finding 
their loved ones, for example. Further, she’s ethnographically analyzed the practices of 
people who participate online. For example, Potts found a behavioural demographic 
marker of what she termed, “anchor actors.” Mentioned in an earlier chapter, anchor 
actors engage in behaviour that lifts up the voices of people (in this case, on Twitter) 
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who are not being heard (2277 of 3925). They stamp the unheard tweets with traffic-
directing hashtags and plug the unheard into the mainstream digital conversation (ibid.). 
In this Hawaii dataset, I found an additional role for citizen community members 
in this conversation. I term them “Citizens on Patrol” and they have the opposite 
function of anchor actors. Instead of finding outsiders who need a pathway to the 
conversation, these people act as bouncers or lookouts. They are there as a community 
service to warn more agreeable members of the harm that can befall them if they listen to 
the wrong voice(s).  
 As one example from this Hawaii dataset: user “originalcoon.” I’ve excerpted a 
few examples of the kind of “citizens on patrol” behaviour that some people exhibited 
during the Hawaii crisis. 
RT @johnvandertol: Warning!! Think twice before using hashtag #Hawaii on Twitter. 
Horrible pics by IS (ISIS) #iraq #usa #obama11 
PT: #ISIS also taking over #Hawaii with propaganda. flooding timelines with 
treats/graphic images when ppl search for latest hurricane news12 
RT @jenanmoussa: Pics posted by ISIS on #hawaii hashtag are very graphic and 
morbid. Please keep that in mind b4 checking.13 
RT @pwsteven: Twitter getting disturbing tonight under hashtags #Hawaii and 
#AmessagefromISIStoUS *** Warning very graphic and upsetting pi?14 
                                                          
11 Twitter codes 497833928913612000 41859.5397222222 from the dataset 
12 Twitter codes 497832265616199000 41859.5351388889 from the dataset 
13 Twitter codes 497836089898729000 41859.5456828704 from the dataset 
14 Twitter codes 497835710993297000 41859.5446412037 from the dataset 
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RT @malonebarry: ISIS supporters also spamming the #hawaii hashtag. Again, it's 
grisly.15 
Jihadi orcs have for some inexplicable reason hijacked the hashtag #Hawaii to show off 
nasty #ISIS photos #iraq16 
 
In this data, I also found evidence of citizens who engaged in what I’ll call 
“productive backtalk.” Their motive was two-fold: first, to make the line clear between 
appropriate and inappropriate behaviour for the outsider engaging the intended 
demographic in conversation. And second, to establish community identity by marking 
values and priorities, often vis-à-vis who they are explicitly not. In this particular 
dataset, the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria performed what’s called a “newsjacking.” A 
newsjacking is what happens when people outside the community ride the algorithm’s 
attention in order to spam the actual audience with messaging. This is usually done by 
shoddy businesses, but ISIS’ engagement with the #Hawaii conversation that this dataset 
comes from also counts as a newsjacking. 
In #Hawaii we don't sexually mutilate women or honor kill or strap bombs to our kids... 
#justsayin #isis17 
I hope america blows #isis away, launch rockets and destroy those barbarians!! #hawaii 
#fuck #you18 
                                                          
15 Twitter codes 497835563010244000 41859.5442361111 from the dataset 
16 Twitter codes 497834334762450000 41859.5408449074 from the dataset 
17 Twitter codes 497832265616199000 41859.5351388889 from dataset 
18 Twitter codes 497832167528206000 41859.5348611111 from dataset 
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RT @katieomalley: The dudes from #isis do know they are named after a 70's show about 
a girl right?! #haha #youbunchofgirls #Hawaii19 
RT @katieomalley: Hey kids... Have some fun with #Hawaii since ISIS is trying to hijack 
it to smack talk... Be warned, they are whiny babies20 
Because this kind of digital listening can be organized by time or person data, 
rhetoricians can iterate a process of listening, honing in on “signals” among the noise, 
and then questioning and reframing as necessary with citizens on the ground or 
otherwise. To glimpse what we are technically capable of reflecting back to the audience 
to see if we’re meaningfully listening, see these two graphics for concrete examples 
(please note that as I am not a technical expert, so they are from an earlier dataset). 
Figure 16: Listening to Information on Twitter 
                                                          
19 Twitter codes 497832303645978000 41859.5352430556 from dataset 
20 Twitter codes 497833383268212000 41859.5382175926 from dataset 
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Figure 17: Listening to People on Twitter 
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Conclusion  
Much like teachers in the classroom, public sector workers working in digital 
infrastructure operate with limited time and other resources. In other words, they are 
often not able to invest in the goal of developing best practices, only how to efficiently 
use the resources they have. Collaborating with digital rhetoricians, however, provides a 
reason to believe that fewer Naomi Klein “shock doctrine” crises will develop because 
people will be communicating more quickly than otherwise. Preventative discourse 
analyses can also shape the lens through which public sector workers look at their 
citizens and how they wish to see them (as customers or citizens). At the very least, 
digital listening helps to more quickly organize face-to-face discussions on how to deal 
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with the urgent public issue. At best, it means the speed and visual affordances of such 
public listening practices better position us to find inappropriate corporate exploitation of 
public goods during times of public crises, avoiding some of the most significant 
interference with civic interests in times past. 
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Chapter Five: Digital Literacy Practitioners Listening to Audiences 
The ALS Ice Bucket Challenge dominated Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube social 
networks, netting $106 million in funding toward an under-researched disease that last 
year drew only $2.5 million in the same time period (Worland 2014; Perez 2014). 
Attention-drawing videos of joyfully shrieking participants getting drenched with ice 
water were circulating through social media feeds and furthered the campaign’s second 
objective of increasing public awareness. Evidence of social media’s capacity to 
rhetorically engage audiences and drive outcomes is even quantifiable. Why, then, do so 
few civic organizations effectively engage people on social media? Here, I explore the 
evidence behind how to start a successful movement from relative stillness and how to 
sustain an engaged social media community without it dying down or veering off track of 
its intended purposes. This is a practice that I have strategized for the City of Montreal 
via Open North, a non-profit open government organization that governments can hire to 
digitally engage their citizenry. 
Pioneering big data analysts like Nate Silver have demonstrated the real potential 
to understand collective social forces. His correct prediction of all 50 states’ federal 
election results in 2012 helped the general public see the value of social analytics. But 
robustly understanding how to direct these social forces toward a particular goal, as many 
organizations are trying to do with social media, is still in the learning stages. Much like 
Newton had to experiment with complex physical data in order to understand how to 
purposefully direct invisible physical energy, we, too, must experiment with complex 
social data if we intend to purposefully direct social energy through social media.  
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We do know some of the basic problems organizations encounter when 
undertaking social media efforts. In a big data related research effort I undertook with a 
cross-disciplinary team to study nonprofit Facebook communities, we saw considerable 
fragility in community networks genuinely attempting to engage people on social 
platforms. One of the easiest fixes many social change organizations can make is to reach 
out with enough regularity to create and sustain a community. After outlining some of the 
ways in which organizations fail with social media, I share findings from our network 
analysis of NGO social media communities so that rhetoricians can enact rhetorical 
principles in the digital sphere using models of social media excellence. 
The Lack of Digital Literacy 
Not surprisingly, the vast majority of organizations use social media. However, 
effectively harnessing social media’s potential is a challenge for most. According to a 
2010 study conducted by the Harvard Business Review, a mere 12 percent of 
organizations identified themselves as effective users of social media and only seven 
percent said they were able to successfully integrate social media into their overall 
marketing strategy (Harvard Business Review). One common mistake is to fail to foster 
social media literacy and situational awareness. Civic organizations must foster a culture 
of social media literacy among their employees. Just like in the offline world, part of that 
literacy requires listening first before adding your voice to any conversation. 
Occasionally, failing to listen can create a major faux pas. For example, while the 
Twittersphere was using the hashtag #WhyIStayed to share stories about domestic 
violence through the voices of survivors, frozen pizza company DiGorno used it to 
promote its product because no one clicked on the hashtag to get a sense of the 
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conversation before joining it (Napoliello 2014). The resulting outcry embarrassed 
DiGiorno, who immediately issued an apology for failing to listen.  
Some organizations fail to listen to where their audiences are positioned. For 
example, NPR’s on-air pitches and direct-mail appeals are not working anymore. In an 
era of podcasts, satellite radio, and internet streaming, NPR’s limited social media 
engagement has directly impacted their ability to maintain the organization and reach 
citizens. The public radio outlet has had five different CEOs in the last eight years, is 
expecting a $6.1 million deficit this year, and plans to cut 10% of its staff to cope with a 
dwindling audience (Perry 2014). NPR will need to overhaul their social media 
engagement strategy if they wish to keep having a significant voice on civic issues. 
This should go without saying, but accidental postings of inappropriate content 
occur more frequently than one might expect. Consider the case a social media specialist 
for the American Red Cross who accidently tweeted, “Ryan found two more 4 bottle 
packs of Dogfish Head’s Midas Touch beer…. when we drink we do it right 
#gettngslizzerd” from the Red Cross’ official account, thinking she was signed into her 
personal account (Praetorius 2011). Even when content is being delivered as planned, 
oversight is always necessary for social media campaigns. For instance, when allergy 
drug manufacturer Benadryl designed a pollen count app for users to digitally identify 
pollen hotspots on a digital map with “pins,” they did not expect users to compose dirty 
images and spell hateful words by their careful arrangement of pins (Social Slurp 2013). 
These examples highlight the importance of vetting social media initiatives from the 
inception of an idea through its deliverables and routine maintenance. 
 “Going Viral” is a Byproduct, Not a Goal 
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Social media success has little to do with “going viral.” In fact, if your objective is to do 
so, you are probably misunderstanding the technological platforms, social cultures, and 
processes by which social media communities operate. Online spaces embody their own 
set of norms. Users who lack social media literacies from failing to listen will likely 
violate people’s expectations and create unnecessary problems. 
Harvard Business Review’s 2014 research found that 75% of organizations did 
not know where their most emotionally or financially invested users were saying about 
them (Harvard Business Review 2014). This is a problem, especially given how easy it 
can be to find digital voices and then have a basic understanding of what they are sharing. 
While social media literacy cannot account for every kind of stakeholder that 
organizations need to be aware of, the value of a strong starting point cannot be 
underestimated, especially given the sheer numbers of people in social media spaces 
willing and able to vocally participate in organizational communities. 
In an effort to study the resiliency of online communities, I had my multi-
disciplinary team scape Facebook data for several prominent water advocacy 
organizations to understand their social change efforts on Facebook. While norms and 
expectations vary across social media platforms and cultures, our analyses show that 
certain digital community elements are fundamental. First, we observed a baseline 
“community equilibrium” that emerged after an initial period of growth following the 
creation of the water community on Facebook. These users actively identify with the 
organization’s cause and regularly engage with the organization online, maintaining a 
kind of digital homeostasis. Second, we saw that social media posts are more likely to be 
shared if they have already gained popularity within a given social circle (something that 
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many of us who are social media literate know intuitively). This finding was expected, 
and shows that The Matthew Effect—or what sociologists call “accumulated 
advantage”—plays out in social media just as it does in real life. Third, we found certain 
types of content were more engaging. Specifically, photos, videos, infographics, and 
other forms of visual media are more likely to be shared and discussed than text-only 
posts. Finally, we found that illiterate social media organizations often created a 
“megaphone” effect where information was blasted out without a conscious effort receive 
feedback and engage their customers in a dialogue. Savvy organizations foster a culture 
that promotes social media sharing and engagement among all in public-facing roles. 
These forward-thinking organizations have recognized that there is no substitute for one-
on-one engagement. Indeed, Nielsen’s Global Trust Survey repeatedly shows that earned 
media (i.e. word-of-mouth, friends and family, etc.) is the most influential form of 
advertising (Nielsen 2013).  
The Heart of Strong Social Media Performance  
Nothing helps us grow more than seeing strong examples of what we could be 
doing. Given that social media now requires much more than a singular organizational 
account (really, almost everyone in an organization should be professionally engaging 
users via social media to some degree), here are two broad, multi-platform social media 
strategies demonstrating best practices from standout leaders: 
Model of Excellence: Brene Brown  
The University of Houston’s department of social work faculty member, Brene Brown, 
ascended to public figure stardom by way of her viral TED talk (now on the list of the 
most watched talks of all time). She shared research findings on the commonalities 
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possessed by all people who have a strong sense of love, belonging, and worthiness. 
While Brown did go viral, it is crucial to note that her viral content was never crafted 
with the intention of being a rocket launcher. Rather, it was crafted to engage her local 
audience at an independently hosted TEDx Houston event. She had researched it, taught 
it, and given many presentations on it by the time she gave this particular talk. Further, 
you’ll see her actively participate in her social media communities on Facebook, Twitter, 
and Instagram, building community through micro-engagement moments. Sometimes she 
is just touching base, and other times she’s advancing her conversation on research-based 
well-being. Brown calls in to largely unknown talk shows to engage audiences just as 
often as she talks with Oprah because her goal is to circulate her knowledge. If she ever 
goes viral again it will not be by design, but as a byproduct of continuously putting out 
strong content that meaningfully resonates with people.21 
Model of Excellence: Gary Vaynerchuk 
One standout leader demonstrating best practices in digital community engagement is 
found in the private sector, in Gary Vaynerchuk VaynerMedia (formerly of Wine 
Library). Vaynerchuk started as an ordinary business owner, but became a massive 
market dominator using YouTube. In time, his social media prowess redirected his career 
into teaching others how to perform in the digital sphere. In his book, Jab, Jab, Jab, Right 
Hook: How to Tell Your Story in a Noisy Social World, Vaynerchuk makes a bold—but 
                                                          
21Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/brenebrown  
Twitter: https://twitter.com/brenebrown  
Instagram: http://instagram.com/brenebrown  
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accurate—claim. “If you truly understand how marketing works today, you know there is 
no individual six-month campaign; there’s only the 365-day campaign, during which you 
produce new content daily. . . . To do social media right is harder and requires more time 
and effort than most people realize” (Vaynerchuk 2013). If you look at Vaynerchuk’s 
138,000 tweets on his personal account (he claims they’re all crafted by him), you’ll see 
what he means. He’s constantly connecting with the individuals who follow him—
sometimes to the point of requesting phone numbers for anyone who wants to talk when 
he’s got a few minutes to spare. None of his efforts are attempts to go viral.22 
At the core of these models of excellence lie four important practices:   
1. A literacy of each social media platform they use: Both Vaynerchuk and Brown 
demonstrate a deep literacy of the sub-cultures and digital platforms they are 
using to engage their people. Their social media performances show they learned 
the social norms deeply enough to invite people in, make them comfortable, and 
reflect this social literacy back to the group.  
2. A focus on building community conversations above all else: Neither Brown 
nor Vaynerchuk are pursuing viral attention despite having six-figure and seven-
                                                          
22Twitter: https://twitter.com/garyvee 
Medium: https://medium.com/@garyvee  
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/user/GaryVaynerchuk  
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/vaynerchuk  
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figure user audiences at their disposal. Instead, even now that they’re both 
culture-makers, they are still curating moments of their lived experiences to share 
with their digital communities, still micro-engaging users, and still participating in 
larger dialogues. All this growth is an artifact of building community 
conversations above all else.  
3. A willingness to make use of the conversation and create a positive feedback 
loop with their audience: Interestingly, conversations with one’s community 
also offer a wealth of information on how audiences are interpreting messages. 
Both Brown and Vaynerchuk are willing to grow and find the endless subtleties 
that further their  reach because they are seeing their work being received from so 
many different perspectives. This willingness to learn creates a positive feedback 
loop and sharpens their ability to engage even more audiences.  
4. A clarity of purpose for their career direction: Both model users are intimately 
locked onto their driving purpose, and interestingly, both broadcast their inner 
drive out to the world with considerable frequency. Vaynerchuk can’t stop talking 
about how he plans on buying the New York Jets football team and how he 
continues to work despite financial success because he “loves the hustle.” 
Alternatively, once Brown’s research on shame made it clear that refusing be 
vulnerable and take risks sabotages the chance for true well-being, or what she 
calls wholeheartedness, she wanted to start a global conversation. She cultivates 
her social media communities because these conversations give her an 
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opportunity to give her research-based findings back to the public who helped her 
understand what makes for a good life. 
Algorithmic Listening and other Power Dynamics  
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign computer science researcher Karrie 
Karahalios ran an experiment from April to November 2013 where Facebook users sat 
and viewed two screens generating different information. The first screen showed their 
typical Facebook News Feed as they experienced it due to algorithmic gatekeeping, and 
the second screen displayed their pure, unfiltered News Feed without algorithmic 
intervention. The experiment found that only 37.5 percent of users in the experiment 
were aware that Facebook withholds stories shared by their friends, family, and liked 
pages (Matias 2014). In other words, 62.5 percent of the test group users were mostly 
unaware of basic listening practices in the News Feed medium they spent so much time 
in (ibid). 
 This lack of listening literacy is a problem because of the dangers of information 
filters on our community discourse, argues researcher Christian Sandvig of the University 
of Michigan and Faculty Associate of The Berkman Center for Internet & Society at 
Harvard University. Sandvig has blogged about what he calls “corrupt personalization” 
going on in algorithmic social media design where attention gets filtered, funneled, and 
coopted for the interests of others (Sandvig 2014). For civic organizations in particular, 
including groups organized around civic interests like water rights, this means there are 
significant corporate forces organizing audience listening practices in social media.  
For Facebook in particular, Sandvig provides screenshots and other evidence to 
illustrate the algorithmic features enabling dead people to Like new posts, or that recycle 
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Likes from an earlier story onto a completely different conversational topic, sometimes 
going so far adrift as to publicly endorse pornography. These Like Recycling practices 
include a feature that excises personal posts mentioning consumer products and 
repackages these personal stories into advertisements endorsing those products with the 
names and faces of recycled Likers next to the product. All of these features are 
algorithmically designed to funnel onto the News Feeds of the friends of users, making a 
visual argument that the “Liker” endorsed something they may have never wished to 
affiliate themselves with. Given that these digital information practices are happening, 
civic organizations using social media for the public good should have a sense of the 
power of algorithms within each social media platform.  
While computer programmed algorithms function like gatekeepers and 
information funnels on almost all social media platforms in one way or another, for 
Facebook in particular, organizations have had challenges showing up on the feeds of 
those who have liked their page because Facebook’s News Feed algorithm claims to 
prioritize a user’s Facebook experience over the content creator’s audience reach. This 
means that even though your social change organization may have lots of people who 
Like your page, many never have the opportunity to view your posts. There’s the option 
of paying for audience eyes, but becoming literate with regard to the algorithmically 
privileged information and adapting your organization’s strategy with those features in 
mind will increase listening reach through what Facebook calls “organic” means.  
Facebook’s early algorithm, EdgeRank, used three variables (affinity, weight, and 
decay) to generate a user’s News Feed content (Boland . Their algorithm is now far more 
sophisticated and the code is not available to the public, but the basic idea remains.  
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Given what sociolinguistic researchers demonstrated ages ago about how language 
works—namely, that despite what we may think, there is no “pure” language, just 
constantly evolving discourse communities that use languages like English in countless 
ways to fit with their sociocultural context, purposes, and beliefs about the world (Gee 
2012)—it is realistic to presume that unintentional linguistic privilege is embedded into 
the algorithm filters to make it easier to access some demographics over others. While the 
platform creators of text-heavy social media like Facebook and Twitter may be working 
with sociolinguists and other similar experts to reduce linguistic privileging, it’s worth it 
for public organizations to consider hiring a sociolinguist on staff or temporarily as a 
consultant. Such an expert can tailor your discourse in a way that affords stronger 
algorithmic access to audiences interested in listening to your message and help you 
organically engage a larger demographic.  
Sentiment analytics and machine learning applications are a new kind of listening 
practice beginning to show up on the user-end of social media in addition to the back-
end. Take, for instance, Persona, a new Twitter project that lets you select which facets of 
an account’s identity you wish to receive updates about. Persona is built on the 
sociolinguistically confirmed idea that we have different discourse practices when talking 
with our grandmothers, conversing with colleagues, or chatting with a child—that every 
social situation foregrounds different parts of our identity through language. 
Understanding sentiment analytics and working within them is only going to become 
more important as the technology progresses. Social change organizations must keep 
abreast of these features because these algorithms are the gatekeepers of information to 
different demographics.  
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Though algorithms exert a lot of power in determining your ability to reach 
audiences interested in listening to your message, consider how other forces influence 
your listening audience such as the influence of platform affiliations and corporate 
objectives that extend beyond the social media space. Google+ is a perfect example of 
how a social media platform might only be part of a much larger digital ecosystem—one 
with other goals, key projects like YouTube, and priorities that spill back into G+ in a 
way that users need to understand if they wish to make proper use of the social media 
platform. While G+ might not have the most exciting social space online, what it does 
have is integrated processes with Google’s ecosystem that are rumored to influence 
factors like how your organization shows up in Google’s search engine ranking. 
To Gain Literacy, Look at Platform-Specific Models of Success 
A shorthand way to begin to understand any social media space is to check out platform-
specific modeling. Often known as “Success Pages” or “Success Stories,” most platforms 
have curated their own examples of how to usefully engage people via their particular 
social media. Some, like Twitter, even have sub-categories organized by kind of 
organization (like NGO vs business) or by topic. If you can’t find a success page, other 
suggestions include looking for the organization’s blog, or searching Reddit. As just one 
example, Reddit.com/r/Twitch has just under 15 000 members all talking about the social 
video game broadcasting platform. 
Unite Analytics with Social Savviness  
As mentioned above, a joint MIT Sloan Management Review and IBM Institute for 
Business Value study examining 3,000 executive managers found that top performing 
organizations use analytics five times more frequently than lower performing 
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organizations. While Facebook has had analytics available to group pages (the ones run 
by organizations rather than individuals) for ages, it was only fairly recently that Twitter 
released their analytics dashboard to the public at analytics.twitter.com. These features 
offer community managers easily usable tools to understand how their digital 
engagement efforts are received such as follower data, number of impressions and time of 
day they occurred, engagement rate or post reach, link clicks, and whether page likes 
happened on mobile devices or not (Kumparak 2014).  
However, the biggest challenge exposed by the executive manager review was not 
collecting data, but how to use those analytics to drive listeners to take action. When 
thinking of social media analytics, nothing is more important to note that these data-based 
findings are still operating in social spheres with social expectations. Just like eye 
contact, smiling, and hygiene in the offline world make a difference in one’s ability to 
perform even the most quantitative work, the social media world works with the same 
basic principles of caring about presentation (though communication informality, 
especially on efficiency-driven platforms like Twitter, is far more acceptable).  
Christine Bader, a Masters of Business Administration and private sector 
employee, argues that her MBA left her underequipped to handle the large scale, 
community focused challenges that required an ability to adapt to all sorts of differently 
positioned stakeholders with different needs. She contends that programs like the joint-
track Masters of Social Work-Masters of Business Administration at schools like the 
University of Southern California will increasingly become necessary, not only in social 
change organizations, but in business in general (. Social media spaces are exactly the 
kind of work that requires analytically informed, community-minded social practices, and 
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social change organizations would do well to hire people who are adept in both analytical 
and social domains.  
To use the analytics in ways that support listening and truly drive social change 
outcomes, social media community managers must purposefully consider which 
demographics and stakeholders they are attempting to engage. Different platforms have 
different audiences there for different reasons. Some social change organizations might 
do their best work on Flickr and Facebook due to having content with high visuals, while 
others may perform better on Medium, a line-by-line interactive blogging site with better 
written engagement features than anything else at the moment other than Reddit. Medium 
enables focused, deep conversations through a design-aware user experience, while 
Reddit excels at broad discussions but is absolutely still visually cluttered. Ultimately, 
consider who you’re trying to get to listen to you, and design your outreach accordingly.  
The Future of Social Media 
There is no doubt that as social media literacy becomes more and more mainstream, there 
will be harsher penalties for those who are not fully able to participate in these digital 
spaces. Participation requires good listening practices. Given that algorithms are 
increasingly engaging in information gatekeeping and are beginning to move from back-
end filtering to user interface features (like what we’re beginning to see with the machine 
learning algorithms on Persona on Twitter), community managers will increasingly need 
to be trained sociolinguists and rhetoricians whose expertise lies in using their language 
backgrounds to capture audiences by navigating the social media algorithms.   
Of course, the most important part of the future of social media is that every 
organization will need to demonstrate deep literacy in both social media communities and 
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the analytics that inform engagement practices. Social change organizations that fail to 
pursue excellence in both the qualitative and quantitative dynamics—and then use that in 
their daily, if not hourly, practices—will be significantly better listened to by those who 
are genuinely literate.  
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